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The supplies you need are here!
FRESH TREES & SHRUBS DOUBLEGROUND MULCH DECORAPVB GRAVELS
Your source for beautiful landscape solutions
512 S. 4th Street • Murray. Mon.-Fri. 9-5 Sat 10-2
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Racers enter
softball realm
with coach hire

Murray, KY 42071

BAKE THE VOTE

Pryon picked for new sport,
excited about chance to put
Murray State on softball map

Beshear
hears
1111 about
regional
damage

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Murray State softball is now on the map.
And Jay Pryon is the stick pin.
Murray State University has hired Pryon to
head up the softball program that will take to
the field in 20M-10.
Pryon has experience in just about every
wee facet of the softball game other than the one
ik
urf==fr that means most to him. Wad coach
mu
Pryon comes to Murray State after serving
one season as an assistant
coach for the Fighting
Campbell
of
Camels
ee osonthsaitn.
pry(vmeirsspiety11..d tPhrriorseta
Unt
a similar role at North
Carolina State.
The Keeling. Va., native
worked with the infielders.
served as the hitting coach
and spearheaded the recruiting efforts at Campbell.
As an assistant for the
Wollpack. Pryon coached
the outfielders and hitters.
oversaw the equipment and
helped with recruiting.
For the most part. Pryon
has pent his coaching career
on the outside looking in.
117 P1708
New Racer Rena coach That's not longet the case as
he readies himself for putting
together the first-ever Racer softball program.
"The opportunity to coach at Murray State is exciting,"
Pryon said via telephone from his home in Virginia
Wednesday evening. "As soon as I walked on campus. you
could feel the excitement, tradition and passion with the
school. It's pretty exciting to he a part of that
Pryon didn't hide his feelings for being the first ever softball coach at MSU. Adding that while you are starting a pmgram from scratch, the things that come along the way are
what make it special.
"Everything you do is the first. It'll be the first hit, the first
pitch. the first win and to get an opportunity to start something
like that and put a vision in a place like Murray State is pretty
special."
Pryon said he has been fortunate to be put in some pretty
good positions along his career Each have paved the way with
valuable assets he plans on implementing when he begins on
Oct. I.
"I've been fortunate to be put in some pretty good positions
to work with sonie good coaches and really good instructors
all over the countra." Pryon added. "All the coaches that have
hired me. I'm grateful to them for helping roe expand my
career in different ways.
"I've gotten the chance at each place to do something a little bit different and to bring aspects of all those together now
into a new program is new exciting."
Pryon said that he's most looking forward to getting on the
road and recruiting. But a big selling point for Pryon is being
able to tell high school girls that they are going to be the first
to be a part of something "very unique and special".
"Murray State has a lot to sell and I have less than a year to
put a team together, that's my No. I pnofity fight now. I think
it's something pretty special that we have to sell, to he the first
ever to play at a place like Murray State with championship
aspirations.
"It's definitely a challenge arytime you start a program
from scratch, but I don't sec any negativity to it. It's something
that a lot of players get really. excited about, getting to start
something and put their name on it and make of it what they
want too and being able to say I helped do that. The challenge
is just taking the championship vision and making it a reality"
Prior to joining the staff at NC State. Pyron had a brief oneyear stint at Barry College. There he coached the hitters and
outfielders and was the ircruiting coordinator for the nationally ranked program.
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MSU students show they're as
American as apple pie, voting
self a single-issue voter so
Democratic nominee Barack
Obarna's pro-choice stance wasn't necessarily a deal-breaker
for her. Gas prices were also a
very important issue, though she
didn't know what either presidential candidate could actually
Jo about them.
She added she had been
impressed by Republican normnee John McCain's running
mate. Alaska Gov. Sarah Palm.
"She really came out swinging
rdunng her acceptance speech at
National
Republican
the
Convention)." Gloyd said. "At
first. I thought he had picked her
just for show. but I think sla:ar a
good candidate."
Eric Fennell, IS. also registered yesterday to vote for the
first time. He said he planned to
vote for °barna because "it's
time for a change." and that he
thought McCain had chosen a
woman just to get more votes.

II See Page 2A

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Gov. Steve Beshear toured
Kentucky Wednesday, hearing
about damage in Calloway,
Marshall and
surrounding
counties
caused by near
hurricane winds
force
Sunday: the
of
remnants
Hurricane Ike
blasted
that
Texas and the
B•shear
Gulf Coast.
Beshear's
tour was focused on gathering
information that will be part of
preparing a presidential disaster
declaration, hopefully for federal reimbursement for losses
caused by the storm.
Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins and
other regional officials met
with Beshear and Federal
Management
Emergency
Agency officials in Benton as
the governor visited some of
the hardest hit areas.
"I want Kentuckians to
know we arc engaged in these
damage assessments with
FEMA," Beshear said. "Getting
assistance to
relief and
Kentucky's families who are
suffering as a result of this disaster is the right thing to do,
and we are doing everything in
our power to See to it."
Elkins said the assessment
focused on current condition,',
and what effort it would take to
get everything back to normal.
"He pledged to do what he
could to help us recover,"
Elkins said this morning. "He's
trying to get the president to
declare us a federal disaster
area and a lot of it is going to
depend on whether we qualify
for that designation."
Calloway officials are joining those in other counties to
assess local damage and provide information that will be
included in the report.
"It's going to take a few days
before we will really know,"
Elkins said.

•See Page 2A
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FiAWKiNS TEAGuEtedger & Times
Erik Fennell registers to vote yesterday at the Curtis Center during a Constitution Day voter
registration dnve.

because he was in SGA. but also
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
because he was passionate about
Staff Wnter
his country.
There's nothing much more
To demonstrate, he tugged at
American than the right to vote his shirt collar to show off a tat— and apple pie. Students walk- too below his neck reading
ing through Murray State "1776." He said he loved
University's Corns Center America "as it was supposed to
Wednesday morning got to have be," but that he didn't feel that it
both.
was what it was designed to be
According to Robin Tallier. right now because Congress had
the coordinator for service mostly been a "rubber stamp"
learning and civic engagement for the president in recent years.
at MSU, yesterday marked the
"Congress has been left out
221st anniversary of the United of the loop for years now."
States Constitution. So to cele- Gritton said. "Hopefully, if we
brate. Student Government can get people to vote, we can
Association members and aca- reinstate Congress as part of the
demic affairs employees helped legislative process."
out with an "American as Apple
Leah Gloyd. 19. registered at
Pie" contest and registered stu- the event and said she was excitdents to vote.
ed about voting for the first
Andrew
member
SGA
time. However, he's undecided
for
Center
and
Gritton
on the presidential election.
Academic Advising employee
"It's weird because I actually.
Sarah Grimm sat at the table have to pay attention to what's
asking people as they walked by going on." she said.
if they were registered voters.
Gloyd said she's strongly
Gritton, a senior, said he was pro-life, but didn't consider herregistering voters not only
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CORN FIELD FIRE: Two Calloway County Fire-Rescue vehicles are joined by farmer Mitchell Story on a tractor in extinguishing a cornfield fire southwest of Lynn Grove on the Story farm Wednesday afternoon. The fire was spreading quickly toward
nearby homes and a large wooded area in the center of the field. CCFR Chief Earl Hicks said the cause of the fire 1s unknown.
possibly hot exhaust from trucks loading grain.
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137A gives 6-month deadline for realty
sign to move; OKs Merryman center
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments gave the go-ahead
for the Merryman House
Domestic Cnsis Center yesterday evening, while they also
of
Taylor
Greg
gave
Cornerstone Realty six months
to move his sign.
Taylor had been granted the
8-foot front setback dimensional
% ariance in October 2007
because of the layout of his
business, which includes a circular drive.
Although the BZA had unanimously approved it. Kevin
Adams of Eyecare Specialists,
located next door at 308 S. 12th
St., had appealed it because he
said it blocked his sign for people driving south on 12th Street.
lowenng his property value and
potential income. Calloway
County Circuit Court Judge
Dennis Foust sent the decision
back to the BZA and the board
tabled the request at their
August meeting.
Board members Darren Jones
and Ed Davis recused themselves from the vote and left the
room during the discussion.
They both said they had had to
leave during before the discussion of the sign was over at the
August meeting and didn't feel
comfortable voting on the matfully
being
without
ter
informed.
The board discussed the matter for a long while and
Chairman Bill Whitaker said
that it was a tough issue and that
someone would be upset no
matter what they chose to do.
Board members noted the realty

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger &
Times
Above, Valene Spratt cuts a
slice of pie for Brette
Shaeffer to carry to the
judges' table Wednesday for
the "American as Apple Pie"
contest. After the winners
were announced, School of
Agriculture Dean Dr. Tony
Brannon (right) continued to
enjoy an entry ... with ice
cream and a bottled water

oltice's ciri:ular drive And huge
tree by the highway added to the
issue's problem.
Board member Greg Mayes
asked City Planner Candace
Dowdy if Judge Foust's ruling
meant that the BZA was to treat
the issue as if the 2007 variance
had never been granted. She
said that was correct and after a
little further discussion. Mayes
made a motion to deny Taylor
the request for the variance.
Auer seconded the motion and
Whitaker also voted in favor.
Seiber and Kim Gnffo voted
against the motion to deny the
request and the motion passed 3Planning
to
According
Assistant Petyon Mastera, the
BZA decision means Taylor
would have to either move the
sign 10 feet from the property
line or apply for some other type
of variance.
At the beginning of the meeting, the board approved the
Merryman House development.
Dowdy said that she had previously recommended that the
developers add a dumpster and
that the parking lot be increased
to 24 feet to add four spaces.
Dowdy said that Merryman
Executive Director Vonnie
Hays-Adams had made a good
argument that most of the
women who would be staying at
the shelter would not be driving
and that there likely wouldn't be
as many cars parked there as
with most complexes its size.
However, she said the city was
concerned about what would
happen if the property were sold
sometime in the future, which
was why they made the request.

Hays-Adanis said she would
like to have a playground where
the stormwater retention area
would be. Dowdy said that erosion control decisions would be
solely up to the city's planning
and engineering staff.
The board voted to allow the
development of the property
with a line of trees on it as pari
of a conditional use permit. The
conditional use permit would be
voided if the property was sold.
In other business, the board
also unanimously approved a
six-foot rear setback variance on
a house to be constructed at
2609 Stonegate Dr. for Gregg
and Valerie Heath.
Contractor Teresa Garland
said she was asking for the variance for a six-foot deep porch in
pan because of a ditch located
on the property.
It also unanimously approved
a dimensional variance application from Steve Birgbauer of
505 S. 13th St. for a four-foot
rear setback and two-foot side
setback. Birgbauer said he wanted to build a storage shed in his
backyard on a permanent concrete plat.
He said the shed would be 16
feet wide and 24 feet high. He
said there is currently a chain
link fence on the property line
that borders with the Family
Dollar store next to him and that
the new structure would act as
part of the fence, with the fence
connecting to both sides.
He said he would also eventually add electricity and that the
conduit would run underground
and through the concrete.

Disaster Blaster to teach preparedness
III Apple pie
From Front
Upstairs, even the volunteers
cutting the slices of pie for the
uontest asked people if they
were registered to vote while
serving up free pie, cobbler and
vanilla ice cream to students and
running pie samples over to the
contest's judges.

•••

Tony Brannon, Tim Bruce,
Bonnie Higginson and Jeanie
Morgan said they had enjoyed
sampling the 10 pies. which
Taffier said were submitted by
students and university staff.
"We're only taking one bite,"
Morgan said.
Brannon quickly corrected:
-Some of us are only taking one

bite.- He also joked that because
he was the dean of the School of
Agriculture that people assumed
he knew something about food.
The winners were: Norma
Miller (1st), David Jones (2nd)
and student Diana Trantham
(3rd). who said she made it with
friends using her grandmother's
recipe.

LBL facilities start to re-open after storm
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Remnants of Hurricane Ike
swept across portions of western
Kentucky and west Tennessee
Sunday and heavily impacted
Land Between The Lakes
National Recreation Area, with
the most widespread and severe
damage occurring in the northeast portion.
Several campgrounds are
still without electrical and water
Ferry
services.
Hillman
Energy
Campground,
Campground, Turkey Bay OffHighway Vehicle Area, and

Wranglers Campground are
only open for pnmitive camping.
Drinking water and ice along
with electricity and telephone
service are not available at these
facilities. Once these services
are restored it will be an additional 48 hours before potable
water will be available.
Facilities without electrical
power or water which currently
remain closedare Woodlands
Nature Station and North
Welcome Station.
While damage assessments

Get wady for
withO_ludr man %%sr

inter

are still being conducted, an initial report indicates that 50 percent of LBL's primitive roads
and trails are blocked by down
trees. The majority of the main
roads are now cleared. Anyone
visiting LBL needs to be
extremely cautious and on the
lookout for down trees and are
advised to allow several days
for crews to clear dangerous
trees and snags.
Horse riders are asked to use
extreme caution on these trails
or consider riding on roads
instead.
Updates will be posted on the
LBL website at www.lbl.org
Also, the Red Cross Blood
Drive scheduled at LBL for
today (Thursday) has been cancelled.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Anyone interested in learning
more about how to be prepared
and what to do in an emergency
situation is invited to bring the
youngsters for some educational
fun at the Red Cross' Disaster
Blaster event in the parking lot
at Lowe's Saturday.
In light of the recent wind
storm that left hundreds without
power and some without a place
to live, Jennifer Wilson, executive director of Calloway
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross. said the event is
intended to be a valuable free
service.
"I see the need, through the
recent power outages, the many
ways that local agencies and
non-profit organizations can
unite as one to provide for the
needs in our community.- she
said. "At our local Red Cross
office, we received many calls
that reminded us of the disaster
planning needs that must be
addressed in all communities.
including Calloway County.
-The various agencies represented at the Disaster Blaster
event will be available to educate the community on what
preparations need robe made for
next time.The purpose of the program
is to provide a one-day. community-wide format for each family to help them develop a disaster action plan.
-This event will provide onebetween
contact
on-one
Calloway County citizens and

the agencies, organizations, and
businesses which foster health
and well-being, as well as support disaster preparedness and
safety.- Wilson said. "This event
will benefit as many as 1,000
people in a four-hour session."
Fire
County
Calloway
District
Rescue, Purchase
Health Department, Calloway
County DES Rescue Squad,
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department. Humane Society of
Calloway County, Kiwanis of
Home
Lowe's
Murray.
Warehouse,
Improvement
United Way of Calloway
Fire
Murray
County,
Department. Calloway County
Management,
Emergency
Murray Police Department.
MSU Amateur Radio Club,
MSU Student Red Cross Club,
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary,
County
Murray-Calloway
Express,
Health
Hospital
Electric 96.9 FM and Froggy
103.7 FM will participate in the
event.
The Red Cross Blood
Mobile will also be on-scene to
take donations. All agencies will
away
informational
give
brochures and free gifts for the
children.
CCFR.
Murray
Fire
Department. Calloway DES and
the Red Cross will feature vehicles for adults and youngsters to
see and tour while Kiwanis of
Murray will sell concessions.
MPD will have displays and
handouts about safety and the
MSU Amateur Radio Club will
have radios set up.

Free blood pressure screening will be offered by MCCH.
Humane Society will have dogs
on-site and information about
pet adoption. ID microchips and
I.D. tags.
"Lowe's will demonstrate
how to put a disaster preparedness kit together using products
from their store." Wilson said.
"If you sign up for a Lowe's
Credit Card your name will he
entered for a raffle for a free di,
aster preparedness kit."
For those that cannot attend.
Wilson said the three primar%
imperatives for American Red
Cross disaster preparedness are.
Get a Kit, make a plan and he
informed.
Some of the basic items
needed in the kit are flashlights
with batteries (notice the plural),
at least one gallon of water per
day per person, canned food and
other non-perishable food items
that don't need an electric can
opener, enough clean clothes for
a few days, pet needs, a fullycharged cell phone that can be
used to call phone numbers of
friends and relatives, plenty of
toilet paper and baby wipes,
cash (should ATMs be out of
order) and prescription medications if needed.
Any agency interested in participating in next year's 2009
Disaster Blaster event is asked
to contact Wilson at the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross by e-mail
at
jwilson@callowaycoredcross.org or by calling 7531421.

have power restored by the
weekend.
According to information
from the governor's office,
223,024 utility customers were
without power statewide as of
Wednesday: most in the
Louisville area. Approximately
24.(X)0 remained without power
in western Kentucky.
A total of 24 counties and 18
cities have declared states of
emergency. Beshear declared a

statewide state-of-emergency
Sunday night.
More than 250 National
Guards personnel are on duty
across the state providing security details and filling requests
for generator support to critical
infrastructure damage while
others remain on alert if needed.
Four shelters have been
opened to serve displaced families in Graves, Daviess,
Jefferson and Boone counties.

Preventative.Maintenance •Calloway damage ...
Heating and Furnace
Tune-Up
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From Front
Although Calloway suffered
extensive damage, it seems the
area missed the brunt of the
storm. Still, countless trees were
downed in the wind storm; some
of which damaged homes or
town down power lines. Winds
also stoked fires from dark-fire
tobacco operations that led to
more than half-a-dozen barn
fires.

Johnny Jackson, operations
manager for West Kentucky
Rural Electric Co-op. said this
morning that less than 100 customers scattered throughout
Calloway were without power.
"We're probably in better
shape in Calloway than any
other county." Jackson said.
"We're still looking up into the
hundreds in both Graves and
Marshall."
However he said he hopes to
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CCSO helps in mufti-county drug roundup
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
County
Calloway
The
Sheriff's Department had a part
in a multi-county drug roundup
recently that netted dozens of
offenders facing multiple drug
charges.
Sheriff Bill Marcum said Sgt.
Tye Jackson, the department's
narcotics investigations officer.
participated in the roundup
through his participation in
Pennyrile Narcotics Task Force
activities.
"The only part we had in that
was with our narcotics officer."
Marcum said. "He was with
them over in Graves County
during all of that."

According to a news release One juvenile was detained.
from the Paducah Police Nineteen of the arrest warrants
Department, teams of officers are for trafficking in controlled
the substances. The remainder of
included
also
that
McCracken County Sheriff's the charges are for various narDepartment personnel initiated cotics related offenses. T'wo
the operation following under- vehicles were also seized.
None of the charged suspects
cover investigations by detectives of the department's Drug were from Murray or Calloway
and Vice Enforcement Unit over County.
In a seperate matter involvthe past several months.
The arrests reportedly target- ing other recent drug operations
ed street level drug dealers and in the area, Marcum said he
persons involved in prescription knew of no other arrests made
fraud during the investigations. by Kentucky State Police or
There were 65 total arrest war- other agency in the area resultrants served on 27 individuals. ing from a joint KSP-Army
Twenty-eight of the charges are National Guard aerial surveilfor felony offenses and the lance of Calloway County that
remainder is misdemeanors. led to the arrest of Calloway

Coroner Mike Galland earlier
this month.
KSP Trooper Dean Patterson.
a spokesman for the state police
post in Mayfield, said other
arrests were made following
similar overflights during the
summer.
"We have made other arrests
in Calloway County based on
our surveillance over the summer. It just wasn't that day."
Patterson said.
Garland and his wife, Tina,
are scheduled for arraignment at
II a.m. Friday morning in
Calloway District Court. Tina
Garland was not arrested, but
was cited into court on possession charges.
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25 arrested in U.S. embassy attack

A spokesman says official'
SAN'A, Yemen (AP) - A
senior security official says at have venfied reports from the
least 25 militants with suspected family of Susan Elbaneh that the
links to al-Qaida have been I8-year-old from Lackawanna.
arrested in connection with N.Y.. was among the victims of
any Snyder
Billy Snyder. 54. Murray. died Wednesday. Sept. 17, 2008, at Wednesday's deadly attack on Wednesday's attack.
Elbaneh. who was recently
3:25 p.m. at his home. Survivors include one son, Paul Snyder and the U.S. Embassy in the Yemeni
wed in Yemen in an arranged
wife, Tiffany. Gosnell. Ark., and one daughter, Chelsea Snyder. capital.
Murray. He was born Oct. 18, 1953. Blalock-Coleman & York
The Yemeni official says the marriage, was outside the
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences 25 have beer, rounded up from embassy with her husband
may be made to www yorkfuneralhomecom
various parts of Yemen over the apparently waiting to complete
past 24 hours and are being paperwork, according to her
Thomas G. Houston
questioned by Yemeni and U.S. brother.
Thomas G. Houston. 85, Justice Road. Murray, died Wednesday.
The attack killed 16 people,
investigators.
Sept. 17. 2008. at 7:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The official spoke on condi- including six militants, and was
,
A retired fanner and dozer operator, he was a
tion of anonymity because he is the deadliest direct assault on a
'%
member and oldest deacon of Locust Grove
speak to the U.S. Embassy in a decade. The
Missionary Baptist Church and an Army veteran of not authorized to
attackers failed to breach the
media.
World War II.
AP
walls, and none of
compound's
has
Department
State
The
was
he
Born Dec. 12, 1922. in Calloway County.
young those killed or wounded were Inspectors review the damage to the main entrance of the
the son of the late Elbert Houston and Jetta Galloway Houston. Also confirmed
that a
U.S. embassy in Yemen this morning. Militants linked to alpreceding him in death were one brother, Harold Houston. and one American woman and her U.S. diplomats or embassy
launched a bold attack against the facility Wednesday.
grandson, Curtis Beane.
Oaida
employees.
in
killed
were
Yemeni husband
Survivors include his wife, Dons Aycock Houston. to whom he the terrorist attack.
had been married for 62 years: one daughter. Linda Beane and husband, Allan. one son. Robert Houston and wife. Joyce, one sister,
Kate Eldridge and husband. Leroy. and three grandchildren, Brad
Houston. Christy Turner and husband. Mike, and Justin Houston, all
of Murray; six great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
#115 1'S isttIi
Investmclits Since 1854
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Hal Shipley and Rev. Ryker Wilson
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
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The funeral will be today (Thursday) at 1 p.m. in the LeDon
An explosives-laden car
The four-helicopter convoy
Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris. Mike Waddey will offiat a bus station in the
parked
the
to
Kuwait
from
flying
was
ciate. Pallbearers will be Pete Lackie, Doug Evans,Troy Bruce, J. A.
Iraqi city of Nasiriyah
southern
Baiad
at
base
military
U.S.
and
active,
Hopkins,
Michael
and
Edwards
Rookie)
Financial Consultar:5 L-B)
Cowell. Robert(
north of Baghdad when the killed two people and wounded
Ron Arant Heath Scott
Hugh Tyler, honorary. Burial will follow in the Puryear City
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
Cemetery, Puryear. Visitation is now at the funeral home.
crash occurred shortly after one, a police officer said on
270.753.3366 I 800-444.1854
midnight in the desert about 60 condition of anonymity because
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F
Mrs. Lina Maggie Boatiglit
miles west of Basra, the military he was not authorized to speak
Mrs. iThia Maggie 13(iatriglit. 91, Mio, Mich., formerly of
to the press. Nasiriyah is about
said.
migoa I
.
Gilbensville. died Monday, Sept. IS. 2008. at Mercy Manor.
..viedI killtteural nlionvolOw Nola*on mimes,
imfis ...de
The military said the seven 200 miles southeast of Baghdad.
sr.,L rt S.PC
;8 Hawn]. NI L .n.r,
Guaram-c Nay Lose
NO.inc
Grayling. Mich. She was a homemaker and a member of Lakeview
who died were the only people
Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were he husband, Sam Hugh Allen
on board. The Chinook, the
Boatright; one daughter. Barbara DeLong, her parents, Lee Vickers
Army's workhorse, is designed
and Sadie Wilson Vickers: two brothers, Carter and Thurman to transport troops and supplies
Vickers; and two sisters, Annie Ellen Evans and Dortha Donohoo.
WWW•K5i8•COM
A MEMBER SEPVICL
BUSIFFESS
LIFE
AV°
HOME
to combat and other regions
Survivors include one daughter. Carrol Fitch, Mio, Mich.; three
area
an
in
occurred
crash
The
Yow,
Annilda
and
Noel
Floette
sisters, Mignon Davis, Paducah, and
both of Kirksey; one brother, Rodney K. Vickers, Murray, four of Iraq that is under British milgrandchildren, Gerald Fitch, Mount Morris, Mich., and Debra itary control. A British quick
Farmer, Candi Hale and Richard DeLong, all of Waterford. Mich.; reaction force and road convoy
eight great-grandchildren: several nieces and nephews.
were dispatched to help
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m in the chapel of Collier
officials at the site.
American
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Roy Brown will officiate. Burial will
An investigation into the cause
follow in the Lakeview Cemetery, Benton.
of the crash was under way.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 7 p.m. Friday.
It was the deadliest helicopExpressions of sympathy may be made to Lakeview Baptist
Church Cemetery Fund. 2877 Lakeview Church Rd., Benton, KY
ter accident for U.S. troops
42025.
since Aug. 22, 2007. when a
UH-60 Black Hawk helicopter
Bill Don Frazier
in northern Iraq, killing
crashed
A memonal service for Bill Don Frazier was Wednesday II a.m.
at First Baptist Church, Graham, Texas with Rev. James C. Hill. pas- all 14 U.S. soldiers aboard. The
last accident that took this many
tor., and Rev. Gene Charnness of Graham officiating. Morrison
Funeral Home of Graham was in charge of lives was on Sept. 10, 2007,
arrangements.
when seven American soldiers
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
were killed in a vehicle accident
Graham High School Golf or First Baptist Church
western Baghdad.
in
Texas.
Graham,
Children's Department,
"It is a tough day for the
Mr. Frazier, 76, Graham, died Sunday. Sept. 14,
coalition and we are deeply sad2(108, in Temple Texas.
Boni Sept. 23, 1931, in Graham, he was the son dened by the loss of our solof the late Nolan Earl (Jack) and Annie Mae Carter diers," said Col. Bill Buckner,
Frazier. He married Billie Moons on Aug. 10, 1951
another military spokesman.
she preceded him in death on Nov. 15, 1993.
and
Frazier
prayers and condolences
-Our
He was also preceded in death by a daughter,
go out to the families during this
Rebecca Reynolds on May 2. 2008.
Mr. Frazier retired from Texas Electric Service difficult and tragic incident."
Company as a customer service manager after 31
The military did not release
years. He was employed at the Graham Country Club
Pro Shop. He was a lifetime resident of Graham, a
If you're insured with Kentucky Farm Bureau and suffered damage in the recent
\ etc! aii of the United States Army and a member of First Baptist
windstorm, you can count on a quick rer.ponse and great service To report a
Church.
Survivors include his wife. Karen Uselton Frazier, to whom he
claim. simply contact your local Farm Bureau office or call our tc II-free Hotline at
was married on May 9. 1994; three daughters, Beth DeSpain, San
1-866-KFB-CLAIM (1-866-532-2524).
Simon, Ariz., Emily Musser, Terrell, Texas, and Sunni Garland and
husband. Ricky. Murray, Ky.; one son, Will Rife, Virginia Beach,
Farm Bureau Insurance is committed to providing the support and assistance
Va.: one sister, Peggy Vanarsdall, Graham; one brother, Michael
COcuret b41(if,
you and your family need to recover from storm-related damage quickly. and
Frazier, North Richland Hills, Texas; son-in-law. Kenny Reynolds,
Graham. seven grandchildren.
with as little hassle as possible. The entire Kentucky Farm Bureau team is
CaCalroi"oreffe.
77. Gatesborough Circle, Murray, died today.
Thursday. Sept. 18, 2008, at 3:55 a.m, at his home. J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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ATV size guidelines inadequate
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP)- sometimes even an adult-sized
Someone old enough to ride an frame should be combined with
all-terrain vehicle may still not a child-sized motor, or the
be big enough to control it: a reverse. "That's a very awkward
Andrew
said
discrepancy researchers at the situation."
University of Kentucky say Bernard, a trauma surgeon at the
undermines safety and increases university who led the study.
"The kid feels naturally like he
the chances of deadly crashes.
Initial experiments from the fits the bigger one, but the
study found that the national engine feels way overpowered."
Although someone must be
standards linking a rider's age to
the size of an ATV's engine the legal driving age of 16 to
often overlook whether the dnv- operate an ATV with an adult
er is too tall - or too short-to engine, limited-throttle versions
adequately brake. steer or accel- are available for children as
erate the machine. While the young as 6 with adult supervistudy doesn't question the need sion.
for age standards, it concludes

working diligently to assist our members with their recovery and rebuilding
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ALSO

TO CHECK US
OUT ON THE WEB

efforts. For additional information, please call your local Farm Bureau office.
We know that our rapid response in your time of need is the best way to prose our
dedication, and the value of your Kentucky Farm Bureau membership. Kentucky
Farm Bureau Insurance. Were not lust big: were big on commitment.
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IN OUR OPINION

A 'thank you' to
those who helped
Sunday, beyond
As summer begins to transform into fall, we've
become familiar with the type of weather it
brings. We've had our fair share of severe storms
for several years around this time and stretching
into November.
We'd gather, though that Sunday's wind storm
caught many of us by surprise.
An offshoot of Hurricane Ike's northern trek
from Texas, where it did millions upon millions in
damage, Calloway County, the Jackson Purchase
and many spots in Kentucky were wind whipped
that day by gusts near hurricane force. The result
was tons of downed trees, limbs and branches,
downed power lines that have blacked out portions of our area and the state for days, and even
spawned tobacco barn fires, stoked by the strong
winds, and which we've told you about in our
paper this week.
It also has caused a few frayed nerves.
But in the midst of it all, there were numerous
people who did their duty and went out to help
others.
Into the waning hours Sunday and over the
-next few days, these people did their jobs to clear
roadways, restore power, fight fires and even offer
some comfort.
A letter today correctly says these folks would
;have surely preferred to be at their own homes,
.tending to their own issues of tree limbs and
:
power and just to be safe with their families, but
:Their concerns were also with us and you.
Murray Police, Calloway County Sheriff, Ken. tucky State Police, Murray Fire, Calloway County
Fire-Rescue, DES, Emergency Management, power
crews with Murray Electric and West Kentucky
RECC were doing their jobs Sunday and even
beyond. Neighbors were alsc more than willing to
lend a helping hand.
It's sometimes a thankless job but one which
deserves our thanks.
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OUR READERS WRIIE
To the Editor.
I now have the third communication from the IRS
about that money my government wants to give me to
relieve my financial distress
due to the breakdown of the
economy. When I first
refused to accept it. I wrote
a Letter to the Editor, and it
stirred a spasm of wonder
among my readers, that I had
turned down the offer of
$300.
By the time I received the
second appeal. I was given to
understand it might be $600,
an d I replied to the IRS in
an open letter, but the newspaper did not print my reply
because of more important
events such as the DNC and
the RNC taking the limelight
for public attention.
Now the third letter from
the IRS indicates that the
matter is under investigation
and within 45 days I will be
informed of a decision. In
the meantime I am invited to
make any payments that
maybe due to the IRS quarterly. And offsetting this
implied threat. Barack °barna
has promised to raise the
ante to one thousand dollars
if he is elected President.
So you who are still wondering may now wonder
whether I will give in under
the pressure of the greater
and more attractive offer, or
whether I will be in jail
because the IRS has decided
that my case requires some
decisive action on the part of
the government which has
now taken over Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mack and is
now thirteen trillion dollars in
the hole, therefore cannot
spend any more on the
salaries of highly paid
bureaucrats now wrestling
with the issue I have raised.
Meanwhile, the War goes
on and we are being prepared for a Second Landing
on the deck of the Abraham
Lincoln to announce Mission
Accomplished in Iraq and the
transfer of the troops to
Afghanistan in preparation for
an invasion of Pakistan where
Osama bin Laden believed to
be hiding in a cave.
Henry A. Buchanan
Murray
To the Editor.
Like many Americans, I
was shocked and dismayed
about the recent decline in
the stock market, as another
major economic institution bit
the proverbial dust. This collapse. combined with increasing energy crisis and inflation, has impacted our country's way of life in a manner
that has been unprecedented
in past decades.
I cannot help but name
the economic policies of
George W. Bush and John
McCain/Sarah Palin as the
primary cause of our current
economic decline. And if
Senator McCain and Governor
Palm n win this upcoming election, they will deliver the
same failed policies that produced thjthaatrous financial

hich bars the government
en tree so large that the first
from purchasing abundant
settlers probably saw it. I
couldn't have done much else alternative fuels.
Kentuckians deserve better
since we had no power all
and I intend to continue my
day.
efforts to push for common
I'm sure that all the guys
sense energy solutions which
from the REA and Murray
will develop new sources of
Electric and law enforcement
agencies would have loved to energy. utilize the resources
be taking care of their own
we already have and help
property but were too busy
drive down costs. I have
trying to help us with ours.
been proud to sponsor more
You don't appreciate electhan a dozen pieces of legistricity til you do without it
lation this Congress that
and I would like to thank
would do just that by openof
care
taking
for
all
them
ing up certain reserves within
pritheir
us and sacrificing
the United States for environvate time for us.
mentally responsible drilling:
Sincerely, encouraging the development
Steve Farmer of alternative fuels such as
Murray ethanol, and coal-to liquids;
developing domestic oil shale
To the Editor,
resources; and encouraging
As Kentuckians continue to the building of new domestic
face skyrocketing prices at
refineries. When it comes to
the pump. they do not want
energy, the people of Kena
or
plan
a Democrat energy
tucky are tired of petty poliRepublican energy plan. They
tics. They want solutions and
want an American energy
they want them now.
plan which provides compreSincerely.
hensive, common sense soluU.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield
tions to our nation's energy
R-Ky.
crunch. They want an energy
plan that increases the proTo the Editor,
duction of American made
As I watched the rememenergy, invests in alternative
brances of the terrorist attacks
fuels for the future, makes
our country less dependent on on our nation seven years
ago. I experienced a range of
foreign oil and lowers fuel
emotions.
costs.
I reflect with sorrow seeUnfortunately, that is not
ing that day the face of evil.
the plan the Majority party
Only from the depths of Hell
delivered to the American
could such inspiration have
people. Instead their legislabeen given to Osama bin
tion ties America's natural
Laden. This is the same
resources in bureaucratic red
inspiration the world has seen
tape and raises energy taxes
on American consumers, man- in my lifetime from Adolph
Hitler, Timothy McVeigh,
ufacturers and small businessSaddam Hussein and Mahes by $19 billion. The bill
moud Ahmadinejad to name
contains no environmentally
responsible exploration of the
some of the worst.
Arctic coastal plain in Alaska,
I reflect with pride the
no real oil shale exploration
response of our nation. From
and no provisions to cut redthe outset first responders
tape and get new refineries
risked and often gave their
in the U.S. up and running.
lives to serve their fellow
What's worse is that the
human beings. Volunteers
Majority Party claims this
from throughout our great
legislation will, at long last,
country gave freely of their
deliver on the demands of
time, money and blood. Our
the American people to allow
brave fighting men and
environmentally responsible
women decisively drove the
drilling off certain coastal
Taliban out of Afghanistan
areas when, in fact, it will
and bin Laden cowering into
not. While the bill does
a cave and then toppled Sadallow for minimal drilling
dam Hussein and his murderoff-shore, it does not allow
ous regime.
coastal states to share in the
I reflect with relief on the
revenue generated from enersuccessful efforts of our leadgy exploration off their
ers working in a bipartisan
coasts, taking away a vital
way to protect us from
allow
incentive for states to
another attack through crethis off-shore drilling. The
ation of a homeland security
Majority Party in Congress is
trying to convince the Amen. department. Since 2001, many
attempts have been thwarted
can people that they support
new exploration, all the while to follow up on the infamy
knowing it will never actually of 9/11/01.
Finally. I reflect with fear
happen.
that too many of us have
In addition, this bill falls
become complacent. Once we
far short of advancing the
use of coal, our nation's most forget the lessons of that day.
we are bound to risk repeatabundant natural resource.
ing them. More than ever, we
Any 'comprehensive' energy
must not elect a wet-behindgame plan.
plan that does not include a
the-ears appeaser to the office
Dr. Brian K. Clardy large role for coal is no
of Commander-in-Ochiel We
Murray energy plan at all. The plan
need to resolve and undercontains no development of
advanced clean coal and coal- standing over the empty
To the FAitor.
words of hope and change
to-liquid technologies. Also,
I spent all day Sunday
Jim McAllister
the bill does not repeal a
picking up branches, moving

meltdown.
Unfortunately, Sen. McCain
has been an active participant
in crafting had economic policy, as was one of his chief
economic advisors, Sen. Phil
Gramm of Texas. It was
McCain and Gramm who
voted for banking legislation
that made the current crisis
possible. The end result of
they once labeled "micromanagement" and vowed to fight
in the 1980s and 90s with
deregulation, has become the
fiscal albatross around the
necks of American families
who try to make ends meet.
And what's worse, Sen.
Gramm labeled those affected
as "a nation of whiners."
This is the type of denial
that the Bush/McCain/Palin
economic policies live in.
Unfortunately, their benign
neglect of the American economy demonstrates just how
fallacious their line of reasoning really is.
Rather than to curse the
darkness, an Obama-Biden
ticket will light a candle
by providing middle class tax
relief for 95 percent of working Americans. The end result
will be more disposable
income for Americans to
spend on eneigy, food, medicine, and savings for important life events. Moreover, an
Obarna-Biden Administration
will actively use the Justice
Department, not to deny civil
liberties, but to punish predatory lenders who actively crucified the American homeowner on a cross of fools
gold. In addition, they will
use all of the powers of the
Executive Branch to punish
those corporations who outsource needed service jobs
overseas, leaving the American worker in the cold.
This is indeed the change
that Amenca needs.
But here, we have to be
extremely careful not to allow
these issues to be convoluted
in the maelstrom of deliberate
deception.
The Karl Rove Machine
will actively seek to confuse
the issue by evoking divisive
images and creating deliberate
falsehoods to further polarize
our people. Rather than to
focus on positive solutions
for the benefit of all Amencans, they will dredge up distractions that trivialize the
national dialogue.This tactic is
as old as Machiavelli, and as
equally repugnant to the functioning of process democracy.
We simply cannot allow
them to get away with it this
time.
Our country's future is on
the line, and we have way
too much to lose if we
choose the wrong path by
giving a mandee to continue
the current losi,ig economic
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Playhouse in the Park to
hold weekend of cabarets
Special to the Ledger
Murray•s Playhouse in the
Park has announced the return of
a community favorite, the classic Dessert Cabarets on the
Deck.
On Oct. 3-4, local young people will perform a tribute to the
fifties in the "Just Kiddin'
Cabaret" directed by Jennifer
Riley and Holly Bloodworth
Showtimes are at 7 p.m.
On Sunday. Oct. 5, Pete
Lancaster, Roger Reichmuth,
Todd Hill and friends take the
stage in a tribute to the swing
jazz era, covering music from
the 1940s to 1960s. Showtimes
are 2:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.
frotISO photo
For nearly20 years. the
trophy
the
with
Seniors of the MHS band presented Marti Harris. MHS food service manager.
Dessert Cabarets — always perfrom thier Marshall County 'Startest win.
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High
DRAFFENVILLE. Ky. — Murray
School band claimed the Reserve Grand
Champion title, as well as Class A champion
recipients this past weekend in their first seasonal
competition in Marshall County's "Starfest"
competition.
Seniors of the MHS band presented Marti
Harris, MHS food service manager, with trophy
from this win.

While also receiving first in percussion and
first in colorguard class A division. the MHS
band also claimed an overall Distinguished
Rating.
Chris You. MHS band director, said the group
decided to present Harris with the trophy as a
token of their appreciation for her support and in
recognition of her strength during her battle with
cancer.
"Marti is all about kids," he said. "Even during
her difficult time, she's still working hard to make
sure that every kid has a good meal at Murray
High. She has always shown us never-ending support and we wanted to acknowledge how much
she means to our organization."

Rea to perform flute recital Sunday
Stephanie Rea will perform a
pianist
flute recital with
Matthew Mazzoni on Sunday at
.3:30 p.m in the Performing Arts
Hall at Murray State University.
She will perform on flute and
alto flute. Composers featured
include Robert Schumann,
Gaetano Donizetti. Gabriel
Faure, Michel Blavet and others.
Rea is associate professor at
Murray State, where she has
taught flute and music theory
courses since 2000. Mazzoni is
a lecturer serving as a faculty
pianist. He teaches courses in
piano accompanying, keyboarding (group piano class), and
music theory. In the past three
years, the two musicians have

Photo provided
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'I REMEMBER YOU: Former Skidrow guitarist Dave "Snake" Sabo with Billy Jean getting
the
at
entertaining
in
interested
is
performer
down at Fidalgo Bay Live! If any band or solo
shop, contact them at 761-4800.

FESTIVAL OF CHAMPIONS
Stephanie Rea
performed together in recital in
Kentucky. Illinois, and Puerto
Rico.

The event is free and open to
the public.
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PREPARE
TO ENTER
NORTH GATE

PERFORM

9:30
A
8:55-9:25
10:05
B
9.30-10:00
10:20
A
9:45-10:15
10:35
B
10:00-10:35
JUDGES BREAK 1101-11:15

9:40
10:15
10:30
10:45

CLASS AA

A celebration of Christmas
with Michael W. Smith and a
67 Piece Symphony Orchestra

11:05
A
10:30-11:00
Trigg Co.
11:20
Caldwell Co. 10:45-11:15
11:35
A
11:00-11:30
Todd Co.
11:50
B
Muhlenberg South 11:15-11:45
12:05
A
Pinckneyville. IL. 11:30-12:00
JUDGES BREAK 12:30-12:45
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"The dessert cabarets were
always a fantastic bonding
opportunity for Playhouse and
the community. I remember seeing them out here years ago.
loved watching them, and eventually got involved with them.
People would donate homemade
cakes, pies. and cookies to
Playhouse.- he recalled. "The
community's sense of spirit and
pride for its local theatre was
always so strong. and everyone
was so supportive. I'm very
happy to see their return."
Because this is a special
fundraising event, tickets are not
available on the website. To
the
reserve tickets, call
Playhouse at 759-1752.

MHS Tiger Band takes
`Starfese reserve, A titles
Present trophy to Marti
Harris as thanks, support
for battle with cancer

.ment
lant

formed on the deck of the of'
depot — were a very reliable
source of income for Playhouse
in the Park. which survive, solely on donations, box office
income, and grants. With virtually all of Playhouse's productions held inside, the cabarets
are a nice change for performers
and patrons alike.
Sitting at tables covered with
tablecloths and citronella candles on a nice cool evening, the
audience is treated to a choice of
drinks (lemonade, iced tea, or
coffee) before the show, and
homemade desserts at intermission.
Playhouse Interim Director
Donald Fleming remembers the
cabarets of old well
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TICIETS AT TiCHETLIASTER COM
CHARGE BY PROM( /177-949-4474 OR 270-839-1000
TICIIETS ALSO Anil ABLE AT TICK( TMASTER
oimus AND THE MSU BOX OFFICE
GROUPS Of 10 OR MORE QUALIFY FOBS DISCOUNT OR SELECT SEATS
CALL 166-696-9039 FOR DETAILS
ADDITIONAL FEES I CHARGES MAY APPLY
SUPPORTED BY THE MSU GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

ticketmaster

12:35
B
12:00-12:35
Boonville, IN
12:50
A
12:15-12:45
Calloway Co.
Madisonville
1:05
B
North Hopkins 12:30-1:00
JUDGES BREAK 1:30-1:45

11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15

12:45
1:00
1:15

CLASS AAAAA
Francis Howell, MO 1:00-1:30
Henderson Co. 1:15-1:45
1:30-2:00
Graves Co.
Marshall Co. 1:45-2:15
Central Hardin 2:00-2:30
2:15-2:45
Daviess Co.
OTallon Township. IL.2:30-3:00

A
A
A
A

1:35
1:50
2:05
2:20
2:35
2:50
3:05

1:45
2:00
2:15

3:20

3:30

2:30

2:45
3:00
3:15

EXHIBITION
Murray State
Racer Band

2:45-3:15

Announcement of Finalists 3:45
(12 bands - Best from each class
and 8 next highest scores)
Finals Competition 6:00-9:00
Racer Band Performance 9:15
Awards 9:30
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Parker returns from summer study in Istanbul, Turkey
Murray State University senior Stephen Parker studied abroad
this summer through the Kentucky Institute for International
Studies tKIIS).
Parker traveled to Istanbul. Turkey with 20 other students
from colleges and universities included in the 21 member MIS
consortium. The program in Turkey. based at Yeditepe University. was directed by MSU professor Dr. Kate King.
The students were offered courses in criminal justice, history and English taught by faculty of Murray State University. Northern Kentucky University and Berea College.
Four weeks of classroom instruction were enhanced by
numerous excursions to significant architectural, cultural, religious and historical sites in Istanbul. the capital city of Turkey
and the center of the former Byzantine and Ottoman Empires.
During the fifth week, the KIIS group traveled to Troy and
Gallipoli.
KIIS sponsors both summer and semester programs. Participants can choose to study abroad in 18 different countries.
Since its inception in 1975. KIIS has provided international
experiences to over 8.2(K) students.
While studying in Turkey. Stephen Parker visited the ruins
of the city of Ephesus. He said "the famous Library of Celsus was one of the most beautiful buildings in the city. Constructed in 117 A.D.. it was designed to store 12.000 scrolls.
making it the third largest library of the ancient world.

before

Four Rivers Group will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday
at 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For more
information contact Velvaleen at 753-6979.
Photo provided
Pictured is Stephen Parker of Murray standing in front of the
Library of Celsus while in Turkey this summer.

Bailey Michelle Derby.
daughter of Eric and Tammie
Derby of Murray, celebrated
her third birthday with a party
at Chuck E. Cheese Pizza, Paducah, on June 14. Her mother is the former Tammie Nance
of Murray.
At the party the guests were
treated to lunch, game tokens
and cake. Bailey was treated
to a visit and a birthday song
and also shared a dance with
Chuck E. Cheese.
Attending the party with Bailey were his parents, his sisBilly Odom - after
ter, Hannah Lynn, his grandmothers, Kay Derby and Linda
Shropshire, great aunt, Nikita
Turner, aunts and uncles, Ashley Shropshire and friend,
Aaron Tacker, Debbie Daniels
and friend, Terry Darnell. and
two years ago and originally Shane and Tina Cox, cousins,
had wanted to cut my hair Olivia Rose, Skylar Cox and
then, but he passed away before Colton Cox,all of Murray: great
I was able to have my hair uncle and aunt. Willie and Lydia
cut."
Turner. and his great-grandparThe father of three children. ents. Vera Bassett and Roy
Ethan. Tyler and Sabrina. Odom Moswell, all of New Concord;
said after his mother was diag- and Cousin. Haylee Barry of
nosed last May and has under- Morris. III.
gone chemo therapy all summer he decided he would finally get his hair cut. "The last
tune I had my hair cut was
23 years ago in high school."
Odom said the reaction from
the children on his bus route
A new autumn tradition starts
has been mostly surprise. "But
for the most part it has been in October for Murray, the Fall
Festival Block Party — Frogan okay response by all."
gtoberfest.
On Saturday, Oct. 25, the
public is invited to the corner
and Payne
of North 12th
Street for this special event.
Vendors are needed for this
great northern beans, instant
deadline for
potatoes, can pasta, can pinto event, and the
Oct.
beans, rice and can spinach applying is Wednesday.
will
vendors
for
time
Set-up
I.
bread
for the pantry: eggs and
for freezer/cooler: dish liquid,
toilet paper, bleach, diapers
size 4 and 5 and tooth brushes for young children for personal hygiene and cleaning supplies: and large brown paper
WATCH Center at 702 Main
bags.
These items may be taken St.. Murray, i.eeds aluminum
to the Need Line building at cans for an on-going fund-rais638 South Fourth St., Murray, ing project.
Peggy Williams, director,
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
said. "These may be taken to
Monday through Friday.
For information call 753- the center during regular hours;
or persons may drive through
6333.

MISD bus driver donates
hair to Locks of Love
Billy Odom. a Murray Independent School District bus
driver, recently changed his
look.
A Henry County. Tenn. resident. Odom decided to donate
his long locks to Locks of
Love. a public non-profit organization that provides hairpieces
to financially disadvantaged
United States and Canada children under age 18 suffering
from long-term medical hair
loss from any diagnosis.
A five-year MISD employee. Odom, decided to donate
his hair after his mother, Diana
Odom. battled breast cancer
this past summer. "I also lost
my father to stomach cancer

BUYING GOLD
PAYING TOP PRICES

SATURDAY ONLY!
10:30 a.m. • 4 p.m.

Magnolia Tea Room
•I VT'

r,r1.

300 Main St.. HWy. 641 S.
Hazel. KY
Bring Your Scrap Gold 8, oms

M

New Beginnings will meet
New Beginnings Jail/Prison Support Group will meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. for a potluck meal and fellowship at Westside Baptist Church. The public is invited. For a ride call Ron
and Linda Wright at 753-0156.

Horticulture event Saturday
Murray State University Horticulture sale of mums and interior plants on Saturday from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Pullen
farm greenhouse. For information call Erin Cathcart at 7670467.

CCHS team plans fundraiser

Callwoay C'ounty Football Team will have a car wash Saturday starting at 10 a.m. at Captain D's. All donations will be
appreciated.

Heart Walk team plans event

Heart Walk Team of Heritage Bank will have a bake sale
on Friday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

CC-ASP meeting Friday
Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention
will meet Friday at I p.m. at the Calloway County Public
e-mail
information
For
Library.
dottie.kraemer@calloway.kyschools.us

Phebian class plans brunch
Bailey Michelle Derby
On her actual birthday on
June 15. she had dinner at La
Cosina Mexicana where she was
serenaded with a birthday song
by the staff and presented with
a special dessert and sombrero
hat. Also present were her parents, sister, Hannah, and grandmother, Kay Derby.

Vendors needed for
Troggtoberfest'in October

Need Line lists needed items
Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish the pantry for the clients.
They are salmon, tuna, dry

Briggs and Stratton Relay for Life
team will hold Dice Run Saturday
Briggs and Stratton Relay for Life Team
will have its third annual Dice Run on
Saturday. Check in and registration will
be at the parking lot at 110 Main St.. at
9 a.m. with the ride beginning at 10 a.m.
The ride is approximately 100 miles round
trip and will end at the school house pavilion in the Murray Central Park.
Featured will be gifts for the top three
rolls and also the lowest roll, door prizes
and food. Tee shirts will also be available.
Jo's
All proceeds will go to the American canDatebook cer
Society Relay for Life. For more inforBy Jo Burkeen
call Brenda Kimbro or Georgia
mation
Community
Paschall at 759-1680.
Editor

Derby honored at parties
for her third birthday

Billy Odom -

jo.burleeseillefrayiedger coat

begin Friday, Oct. 24.
For an application and additional information about being
a vendor, contact St. Leo's
Catholic Church at 753-3876.
In addition to games. food.
and inflatables. there will be
silent auction and Bingo to
participate in. Froggy 103.7
will be on location with freebies and games.

Aluminum cans for fund
raiser needed by WATCH
the driveway on the west side
of the center and place them
in the cotton wagon there anytime day or night; or may be
donated at a Make A Difference Day at Murray State University Stewart stadium parking lot".

Phebian Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will
have a brunch on Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at The Garden Gate.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public Library. For
information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 2104173

CPR/FA class will be offered
A Community CPR/FA class will be offered Saturday from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the second floor conference room of the
Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. To register
for the class call the Red Cross office at 753-1421.

West Fork holding revival
West Fork Baptist Church of Stella community is holding
revival services with Rev. Shannon Benefield as speaker tonight,
Friday and Saturday at 7 p.m. and Sunday at II a.m. Rev.
Matthew Williams is pastor.

Laker Band Boosters plan promotion
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will have a rebate
night at Mugsy's Hideout Restaurant today from 4 p.m. to
closing. Customers are asked to give their receipts to the
cashier for the boosters. Lindsey Smith, color guard instructor
and former Laker Band member will give a concert at 6:30.

CCHS Class of 1983 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1983 will have its
25-year reunion on Saturday from 6 to 11 p.m. at the Murray
Banquet Center. The cost will be $25 per person. Appetizers
will be served and a live band will provide the music. Members do not have to have reservations and may pay at the
door. For information contact Donna Coles Ferguson at 2934638 or Dawn Hutchens Burkeen at 293-5492.

Photography classes Friday
Digital- Photography 101 classes will be taught Friday from
9:30 to II a.m. and 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the Calloway County
Extension Office. 310 S. Fourth St., Murray. Digital Photography 102 will meet Friday. Sept. 26, at the same times. It is
not necessary to have taken 101 before taking 102. The classes are free and open to the public. To register call 753-1452.

RR \

FREE COLLEGE
INFORMATION NIGHT
For adults beginning or returning to college to earn an undergraduate degree

Thursday, September 25• MSU Curris Center
Tennessee Room • 3rd Floor
SESSION 1• Filing for Financial Aid; 6:00 - 7:15 p.m.
SESSION 2* Admission Procedures; 7:30 - 8:30 pm.

Attend one or both sessions
Course selection and class scheduling are not part of this program.

Reservations required by
September 25 at noon.
Call 1-800-669-7654
or 270-809-2186.

Eating dinnerfrequently with
your children reduces their risk
ofsubstance abuse.

Family Day is
Monday, September 22nd.

CntinuingEducation
&Academic Outreach
Kentucky's
Public Ivy Uotiralty

http://ceao.murraystate.edu
Equal education and employment opportunities M/F/D, AA employer

Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention
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Alcoholics Anonymous lists meetings
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615
South 12th St . in the Southside Shopping Center behind
Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as
follows Sunday. 4 p.m closed.
nosmoking. 14 p.m.. open meeting. smoking. Monday. 6 p.m.
closed, no smoking. 14 p m.

mei
,ife
lay

'Team
in on
m will
it.. at
1 a.m.
round
pavil-

open, snieking. Tuesday. X p.m
closed, non smoking. Wednesday. II am closed, no smoking. 6 p.m.. closed, ladies meeting. smoking 14 p m.. open.
smoking. Thursday'. 8 p m
open. smoking. friday. X p.m.
open. smoking. Saturday. 10
.t in open. non-smoking. X p.m.
open. non-smoking. speaker

meeting. Closed meetings are
for people who think they have
a problem with alcohol and
want to give it up Open meetings are for anyone who wants
to attend an AA meeting.
For information call Mitch
at 753-9320. Jeannie at 7536197 or Chuck at 43s5-2552.

three
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I caninforeorgia
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Photo provided
Alex Adams, center, is pictured with Philip Mauney, assistant commissioner of Class A State
Soccer. and Theresa Speed, principal of Murray High School

Adams named winner of KSAS scholarship

Satur
Wes(
iII Ron

vention
Public
e-mail

Alex Adams. senior at Murray High School and captain
of the Varsity Boys soccer
team, has won the $500 Kentucky State Academic Scholarship for his winning essay
on "How Soccer has Helped
Develop Leadership Skills'
Adams is a 4-year member
of the Varsity soccer team and
the Jackson Purchase Futbol
club. He has a 4.0 GPA and
on the all A honor roll.
He is president of the Student Council. senior vice president of Tiger Bank. editor of
the yearbook, senior superlative.
speech team and Key Club
member. He is also a member
of the Future Business Leaders of America and placed fifth
at the State FBLA this past
May.
The MHS senior was select-
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HENDON RECEIVES SCHOLARSHIP: Cassie Hendon. a 2008 graduate of Calloway County
High School and now a freshman at Murray State University. has received a 51.000 Groover
Parker Liens Club scholarship. Pictured with Hendon are her mother. Barbara Hendon. and
Lions Club president Tom Jonas.

Save on EVERY Item Throughout the Store
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He holds his third degree Black
belt in Tae Kwon Do and
received TKD Student of the
year. He participated in the
Extreme Demo team and the
S.T.O.R.M. team under the leadership of Master Dinh.
The MHS senior was selected to the Regional Outstanding Student by the Paducah
Sun in 2006. He received the
Outstanding Math and Science
student award in 2007 at MHS.
He was chosen as a student
representative in Frankfort at
the 2006 Student Model for
the K.H.E.A.A. and a Character Counts student.
Adams is the son of Kathy
and Duane Adams of Kirksey.

Take An Additional 15% OFF Our Every Day Low Discount Price!**
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ry. For
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istnictor
t 6:30.

ed to the Leadership Tomorrow class of 2007-08 and was
selected as a Governor Scholar in the GSP at Bellannine
College. He is an active member of Fellowship of Christian
Athletics. Student Technology
Learning Program. Technology
Student Association, treasurer of
Beta Club. and a High-Y treasurer.
Adams received the recognition of Outstanding Youth
leader at KYA and KUNA. He
is an officer of the Pep Club
and a member of the Tiger
Dog Pound. He served on the
First Baptist Youth Lead Team
and was an active member of
the Hardin Baptist Youth group.

Gage
Cameron
Chapman
Keyon and Heather Chap
man of Murray are the pa:
ents of a son. Gage Cameron
Chapman. born on Wednesday. Aug. 27, 2008, at 1:43
Murray-Calloway
p.m. at
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
9 ounces and measured 21
inches. A sister is Kylie. 3.
Grandparents are Earl and
Jean Schroader of Murray and
Randy and Cheryl Chapman
of Wingo.
Great-grandparents are Ted
Chapman and Nolan and Betty
Reding, all of Wingo.

Egg

Famous Name Brands
• Thomasville
• Broyhill
• Henredon
• Lane/Action
• Serta
• Mattress 1st
•.AICO

"

Klaussner
La-Z-Boy
Riverside
Ashley.
Stanley
S.
PLUS MUCH,
MUCH.MORE!

Jaylyn
Michelle
Byerly
Jeremy and Kristin Byerly
are the parents of a daughter.
Jaylyn Michelle Byerly, born
on Thursday. July 17. 2008,
at 8:02 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
15 ounces and measured 20
inches.

For Every Room Its Your Home!
o Dining Roo MN
• Occasional 'rabies
.:.Lamps
Pictures
• Bedding
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•.leweiry Armoires
• Curio Cabinets
• Bombe Chests
• Entertainment
Centers

• Table Top
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• Computer Desks
• home Office
• Swivel Rockers
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MONEY!
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MSU Reading Series to continue with Babcock
Continuing its annual Reading Series, Murray State University's department of English and philosophy. the college 01
humanities and fine arts, the
lder Center for the Literary
Arts and WKMS are hosting a reading by Squire Babcock at
7.30 p m. on Thursday. Sept 25. in the Clara M Eagle Gallery.
which is located on the sixth floor of the Doyle Fine Arts
Building.
Babcock. who o an associate professor of English at Murray State. will he releasing his debut novel, 'The King of
Gaheena." this fall through publisher Motes Books of Louisville
Babcock has taught English and creative writing for 16
years and directs Murray States low-residency master's of fine
arts program in creative writing
Before becoming a writer and teacher. Babcock worked as

a ballroom dance instructor, farm hand, weigh-man in a cot
toil gin, hunting guide. pool table repast mechanic, small business owner, carpenter. free-lance journalist and blues drummer
-Squire has been a steady hand in the creative wrung program here at Murray State for many years now, and were so
excited to celebrate his debut novel," said Brian Barker, c‘xx:imam of the undergraduate creative writing at Murray SM.
-It's • compelling coining of age novel charged with 'uvulae
and chocked full of memorable, vividly drawn characters lea
one of those books that's impossible to put down once you've
pecked it up. and you don t want to miss this chance to be
him read from it."
The reading is free and open to the public. A book signing and reception will follow

Farm Bureau promotes farm safety awareness
Calloway County Farm
Bureau recently met with Steve
Hoskins. superintendent, members of the Calloway County
School Board. Terry Bourland.
Richard Smotherman, Steve
Grogan and LeeAnn Myers.
and Judy Overbey. Farm Bureau
safety committee member. to
sign a proclamation emphasiz-

ing the importance of education and awareness of farm
safety issues to all those working in the agricultural industry.
Hoskins also recognized student members of the CCHS
Chapter of the Future Farmers
of America. Amber Eldridge.
Allison Jones and Carey

Boggess. for their interest and
participation in getting information to the public on safety concerns.
The bureau is also partnering with the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Center for
Health and Wellness and Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance
to offer a variety of health

r7,
11Pir
.
"7

scrmungs to Farm Bureau
members on Sept. 23 and 24
at the Wellness Center. Special rates are available and several free screenings will be
conducted. Farm Bureau members should call 762-1348 to
schedule their appointments.
Also the Health Express will
be at the Farm Bureau office
at 1702 Ky. Hwy. 121 North,
Murray, on Friday, Sept. 26.
from 8 to 11:30 a.m

Maio providaa
GUEST SPEAKER: Jennifer Wilson, rsew director for tie
Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross, spok6
recently to the Kiwanis Ciub of Murray. She spoke about the
Disaster Blaster activities which will be this Saturday
Lcrwe's parking lot from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and emphasind
that this is a family event to help prepare for emergencief.
Kiwanis meets every Thursday at noon at Ryan's. For more
information on Kiwanis contact Brenda Call, 753-7870.

±i New Concord Church of Christ It
cordially invites you to be our guests on

Sunday,September 21 for Homecoming 2008!!
rEATURING: BROTHER

JIM BILL

14

MCiNrEER

Sched,W.g.-aSerikke
Bible Study
Morttfmg Worship
Fellowship Meal
Afternoom Worship

it will be a day filled with heartfelt worship,
unmsderfel fellowship, and great food
all done in the name ofour LORD!

Photo provided
Pictured are members of Calloway County School Board. FFA students, and Judy Overbey of
Farm Bureau at the signing of the proclamation for National Farm Safety and Rural Health
Week.

Truth About Secondhand
Smoke seminar scheduled
On Tuesday. at 7:30 pm and
on Wednesday. at 7:30 am at
the Center for Health 8E Wellness Classroom. Murray-Calloway County Hospital is inviting the community to a seminar on The Truth About Secondhand Smoke.
Join Dottie Kramer. with
the Clean Air Murray Coalition. to learn the facts about
secondhand smoke and the danger that it imposes to every-

one exposed. The seminar ts
free of charge and open to
anyone who wishes to attend.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will be offering educational seminars and support
to the community with numerous smoking cessation programs
over the next several months
as the hospital moves towards
a Tobacco Free Campus on
January 1, 2009.

121 Asteidon Dr** • P.O. BOA 319 a New Concord, KY 42076
Phan*: 270-416-5635 • E-malltncetiersiLnet
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753-19/6
The Essure Procedure

TIMES

The procedure is fast, easy and effective
Unlike tubal ligation or vasectomy, the Essure
procedure has these advantages

Take a walk on the Wild side!
Yes, even I love the taste
of wild game. So many
people will never taste the
great wild game front our
area. Many people have
written in to Mr. MOM
wanting recipes for that
game in the freezer. Well,
here are some of my
favorite recipes from famTried & True ily and friends. While my
girls were growing up the
Recipes
By Mr. Morn - thought of eating animal
Mark Anderson was a NO NO! These
recipes were the only way
to pass it by them. I hope you will try
these and let me know what you thing.

900 s.es.
1000 a.m.
11:15 am.
1245 p.m.

• No incisions or cuffing

2 tsp. dried parsley flakes
1 tsp. paprika
1 tsp. salt
2 tsp. freshly ground black pepper
1 tsp. garlic, minced
1/4 tsp. oregano
3/4 tsp. ground French thyme
1/2 cup butter, melted
Pre-heat oven to 350 degrees. Grease large
shallow casserole dish. Wash dove breasts in
cold water; dry thoroughly with paper towels.
Rub each dove with oil and salt lightly. Mix
poultry stuffing with seasonings and butter. Place
a layer of the stuffing in casserole dish; place
dove breasts in casserole. Sprinkle remaining
stuffing on top of dove. Bake at 350 degrees
for about 45 minutes. If casserole browns too
rapidly, place foil over the top.

CREAMY BAKED DOVE BREASTS
By Pop Anderson
12 to 16 dove breasts
1/2 cup chopped onion
2 tbsp. oil or butter
3/4 cup chopped celery
1 cup sliced mushrooms
1 tbsp. steak sauce
1/2 tsp. thyme
1/2 tsp. basil
1 1/2 cup light cream
Wild rice. cooked
Place dove breasts in a single layer in a
shallow, buttered baking dish.
In a frying pan. cook onion, celery and
mushrooms in oil or butter. Add herbs, steak
sauce and cream. Bnng to boiling point. Pour
the mixture over the doves. Cover the dish
and place in a preheated 350 degree oven for
I hour.
Remove the dish from oven and turn the
breasts twice in the sauce during baking time.
Place doves on platter with wild rice and
spoon sauce over rice and doves.

DOVE BREAST STROGANOFF
By Pop Anderson
12-18 dose breasts
1 medium onion, chopped
2 tbsp. melted butter
1 (10 3/4 oz.) can cream of celery soup.
undiluted
I (4 oz.) can mushrooms
1/2 cup dry white wine
1/2 tsp. oregano
1/2 tsp. rosemary
Salt and pepper to taste
i tsp, bottled brown bouquet sauce
1 cup commercial sour cream
Cooked wild rice
Arrange meat in large baking dish; do not
crowd. Saute onion in butter; add remaining
ingredients except sour cream and rice. Pour
mixture over meat. Cover dish lightly with
foil. Bake at 325 degrees for 1 hour, turning
occasionally.Add sour cream: stir into sauce.
Bake uncovered an additional 20 minutes. To
serve, spoon over wild rice.

DOVE DELIGHT
By Pop Anderson
12 dove breasts
3/4 cup. light oil
4 cup poultry stuffing

If you have a favorite game recipe please
email us at mrmommurray@bellsouth.net or
write Mr Mom at Murray Ledger & Times.
Remember what ms son said 'This is GREAT!'

• No general anesthesia required
•Quick recovery
•99.8% effective (based on 4 years of follow-up)
• Con be performed in our office with minimal
anesthesia
Call Murray Woman's Clinic today at
270-753-9300 to discuss if the Essure procedure
may be the option for you.

() omns

Clinic

305 S. 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-9300
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FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS PREP PREVIEW
WEEK 3
SCOREBOARD

SENIOR
SPOTLIGHT

caldwell County at
Ileath
Trigg County at
Murray
jonathan HAMMONDS

141thlenberg North at
Reldiand

height weight class
6-0

ON THE GRIDIRON...
The higrout illossice Si riff football
career Is: My brother Antor.
Hammonds
Fewer*. mean* of my football career
Running "46 power" a million times
in a row
Mer high school plans: Go to college

Hopkins Co. Central
at Boonville (Ind.)
Oaviess County at
Owensboro

WHO I 4m...

Mayfield at
Graves County

MadIsonville-N.
Hopkins at Hopkinsville
Henderson County
at Bullitt East
Christian County at
Warren Central
Ohio County at
Buliitt Central
Webster County at
McLean County
Fort Campbell at
Paducah Tilghman
Muhlenberg South at
Union County
Fulton City at
Crittenden County
Fulton County at
Ballard Memorial

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Murray defensive linemen Robbie Jones (left) and Mikkol Alston flush Caldwell County quarterback Will Barnes out of the pocket during last Friday's 14-6 win. The Tiger defense turned in a stellar performance and will need to do so again this week.

September chill
MURRAY, TRIGG SQUARE OFT IN wEEm 4
GAME THAT COULD DETIENIVIINE DISTRICT TITLE
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
The high school football season is just four weeks old, but
when Trigg County comes to Ty
Holland Stadium Friday night,
the Tigers and Wildcats could
determine Class 2A's First
District champion.
Murray head coach Steve
Duncan stopped short of calling
the game a district title tilt, but
one thing's for sure — this game
feels a lot more like November
than mid-September.
"It's just a huge game," said
Duncan, whose Tigers are coming off a 14-6 win over Caldwell
County that put them in the district driver's seat last week.
'This right here would put us at
2-0 in the district and we'd be
ahead of everybody."
Not only that, but the Tigers
would have knocked off both
preseason favorites in Trigg and
Caldwell. Remaining matchups

with struggling Heath and
Reidland squads would heavily
favor Murray.
Standing in the way is a talented Trigg County hunch that
despite a rough start is still
widely considered the district
favorite. The Wildcats have
stumbled to an 0-3 mark but
have faced winning teams from
higher classes in each of those
games.
Trigg employs an anticipated
senior
class
led
by
quarterback/defensive
back
Donald Bush and a slew of talented running backs. On
defense, the Wildcats attack
opponents with one of the more
unique schemes in the area.
-This might he the best team
we've seen so far, athlete-wise,"
Duncan said. "They're good hitters and they've got a good
defense. They play man coverage all the time and they bring
everybody. It's hard to pick

Friday
Trigg County at Murray
When: 730 p itt
Where: Ty Holland StacPum
Records: Murray 1-2 (1-0 1-2A,i, Trigg
County 0-3(0-0, 1-2A)
Keys to the game: Murray s defense
must play every bit as well as rt did last
week in holding Caldwell County to 178
yards of total offense The Wildcats
have a tuil stable of athletes at the skill
positions but have Plundered away
Met, first three games against some
stiff competition

them up because they don't
always come from the same
angle.
"It's one of those defenses
that's supposed to confuse people and it does."
The good news for Murray is
that tailback Jamie King should
finally be healthy, according to
Duncan. King has been sidelined since the season-opener
against Calloway County with a
shoulder injury. He's played in
each of Murray's games since
then, but has seen limited time,
carrying just three times against
Caldwell last week.
Power back Matt Deese was
king of the ground in his

CLASS 2A, Disiriticr 1
Heath
Murray
Trigg Co.
Caldwell Cc.
Reidland

1-0
1-0
0-0
0-1
0-1

1-2
1-2
0-3
1-2
0-2

CLA.SS 3A, DisiRicr 1
McLean Co.
Pad. Tilghman
Union Co.
Muhlenberg S.
Webster Co.

1-0
1-0
0-0
0-1
0-1

3-0
1-2
1-2
2-1
1-1

CLASS 4A, DtsnucT 1
Calloway Co.
Lone Oak
Hop. Co. Cent.
Muhlenberg N.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

3-0
3-0
2-1
0-3

CLASS SA, DISTIUCT 1
Owensboro
Christian Co.
Hopkinsville
Ohio Co.

1-0
1-0
0-1
0-1

3-0
2-1
2-1
1-2

CLASS 6A, DISTRICT 1
Daviess Co.
1-0
Graves Co.
1-0
0-boro Apollo 1-0
M-ville-N. Hop. 0-1
Henderson Co. 0-1
Marshall Co. 0-1

3-0
3-0
1-1
2-1
1-1
1-2

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Marshall County doesn't quite fit the
mold of a team that lost 17 starters and 21
seniors off its Class 6A, District I championship team last season.
Though the Marshals may be low on varsity experience, they aren't young by any
stretch. The orange and blue start nine seniors on defense and a similar number on
offense, most of whom saw time backing up
last year's starters who advanced to the third
round of the playoffs before running into
Louisville St. Xavier.
"You think when a team loses 21 seniors,
they're going to be young," said Calloway
County head coach Josh McKee!. "They're
not young. They don't have as much experience as they had last year, but they're big
and they're deep."
McKeel's Lakers have plenty of returning experience and Calloway's senior class
hasn't forgotten a 26-20 loss to the Marshals
last September. A controversial unsportsmanlike conduct penalty whistled on the
Lakers kept Marshall's go-ahead touchdown
drive alive in the fourth quarter of that game.
Calloway, which hasn't beaten its northern border rival since 2004,could be ripe for
redemption this year. Marshall has gotten off
to a rough 1-2 start, though those two losses
have come at the hands of district rival
Graves County and Class SA power
Hopkinsville.
After losing standout tailbacks Alan
Williams and Brandon Walker, Marshall
head coach Scott Shelton has placed more
emphasis on the passing game behind senior
tandem quarterback Denver Seay and

Hardest MANIC Chariton Claywell
(senior OL DL)
Meet competitho: Terrell Buck Ountor
RB/LB)
Filmiest Me
Most losprovest Randall Payne (tun
or °LAX')
Freshmen with the bristabast Mont
Bob Fields (freshman lREI081

absence, carrying 18 times for
118 yards. Sophomore Shickill
Davis has also picked up the
slack while King has been sideSound bite...
lined, giving the Tigers three
"He's
developed into a good
viable options in the backfield.
"1 think people have been foetal' player, but more than
keying on Jamie in the first two that, he's become a leader
games," Duncan said. "We'll from what I've seen. When
move him around a little bit and
let our other backs get some we were 0-2 and things were
work. We've got three backs going downhiN, he was the
now that we can interchange and guy i saw lifting spirits and
give them some rest. Hopefully. telling guys to keep their
defenses won't be able to key on
heads up."
Jamie like they did before."
-Athletic director David Fieids
Though he's largely been
absent on offense. King did see
time on defense against
Caldwell, a role Duncan sees as
equally valuable to his team.
"We're counting on him
helping out on defense even
more.- he said. "He was the
leading tackler as a sophomore
and he might need to be the
leading tackler this Friday night,
because they've got some
speed."
The Tigers and Wildcats do
have one common opponent on
chris DOBBINS
See TIGERS. 28
height weight dass

21

Judgment day for Laker '0'

1-2
1-2
0-3

Best nowatatitrec blest Telling Jokes
nubady hews km mock I Mu hr. Eat
i world most Ma to most Myself in
another dimension
l're always wondered: What's that
clicking noise'
,
My wet mind possessions are:
Locker decorations ircim Abby
Dowdy
The best meal I ever had: Those cupcakes Roman Kelly's mom makes
Mcluiamo Arnie

SIZING UP THE TIGERS

2008 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
MCKEEL: CALLOWAY MUST
CLASS 1A, Dismicr 1 FIND RHYTHM AS MARSHALL
Fulton City
1-0
2-1
1-0
1-1
Mayfield
COUNTY LOOMS
Crittenden Co. 0-0
Fulton Co.
0-1
tIallard Memorial 0-1

Sr.

41011•111111•111111MID

Calloway County at
Marshall County

Owensboro Catholic
at Owensboro Apollo

200

5-8

147

Sr.

ON THE GRIDIRON...
Fondle meassul of my football career
Scoring the game-winning touchdown against Murray last season
New I most idolize: Bears' wide
receiver Dem Hester
My *nom Oh: Make money playing
football

WHO I AM...
Nobody knows how midi I Illte to: Play
golf and tennis
I weeld most Re to meet Randy
Moss
My craziest ambition: To catch a 10pound bass
The best mai I ever had: Grandma's
chicken and nce vegetable bake
Sour I would sing for kareatas:'Beat
by Michael Jackson
Actor I'd choose to play me is a movie:
Will Smith
I'd Illo to go. roved in the deg with:
CCHS basketball coach Bruce Lane
Nickname as a kid: Buckwheat

SIZING UP THE LAKERS

MICHAEL DANN I Ledger 8, Times
Calloway County head coach Josh McKeel instructs quarterback Casey Brockman
during the Lakers' season-opening win over Murray. Though he's put up impressive
yardage, the Laker passing game hasn't been able to find its rhythm through three
games. That will have to change as Calloway faces its staunchest challenge yet.
receiver Josh Madding.
That wide-open offensive attack has put
up some impressive numbers so far this season, such as the nearly 500 yards of offense
the Marshals slapped on Hopkinsville. The
defense hasn't fared as well, however, giving up 297 rushing yards against a grind-em out Graves team last week.
O See LAKERS,28

Friday
Calloway Co. at Marshall Co.
When: 7 30 p or
Where: Carroll Traylor Stadium (Draftenviae, Ky
Records: Calloway County 3-0 (0-0 1-4A Marsh('
County 1-2 (0-1, 1-6A)
Keys to the game: Calloway County needs tn find
rhythm in its passing game and may be forced to (f
Marshall can succeed in its game plan of making the
Lakers one-dimensional For Marshall keeping a
defense that gave up nearty 500 yards to Hopkinsville
rested and fresh could be key

Hardest minter: Kyle Crittendon (Junior TIDL)
Feesiest Tyrrell Willis (Junior RB/LB)
Meet Imprimed: Clay Choate (senior
TE/DB)
Most responsible: Jordan Bumpus
(sentor P8.08)
Brightest Mere: Josh Fnednch
(freshman %/DB)

Sound bite...
"Chris is an outstanding
young man who has been one
of our top receivers for the
past two years. He has a
motor that doesn't stop. He'll
work continuously to get better and he's not afraid to take
on hard work."
-Hrail coach losh McKee'

•
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RACER FOOTBALL ROUNDUP
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Griffin sends DVD to MC
COACH'S SUSPENSION
UPHELD;
COMMISSIONER SAYS
PROPER CHANNEL NOT
FOLLOWED
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
It's unlikely that Man
for
suspension
Griffin's
Saturday's game at Western
Kentucky is going to be
reversed.
It's not — but that doesn't
mean the Murray State head
football coach isn't taking the
appropriate measures to try to
remedy the situation from happening again.
Griffin sent a DVD to Jim
Jackson.
Coordinator of
Football
Officiating for
the OVC. from
Saturday's ballgame. where the
third-year coach
went on a verbal-tirade in his
post game news
conference concerning the calls
made by officials.
Despite
Griffin's qualms
Jackson
about officiating
OVC Commissioner Dr.
Jon A. Steinbrecher said Jackson
has done an outstanding job
. with the officials program and
that no reprimands on officials
would be made until season's
end as far as retaining certain
officials.
"With our football officiating
program. we have observers at

sarious games from time to
time Jim is sometimes at ganies
from time to time At this case,
Jim was actually at Saturday
night's game," Steinbrecher said
via telephone from Brentwood,
Tenn.. Wednesday afternoon.
"Starling on Saturday night
and Sunday morning. Jim downloads every game and then evaluates every play of every game

and grades officials then puts
together a critique of 'this is
good or this is bad and let's
make sure we improve on this.Steinbrecher added that
Jackson then provides every
crew with a DVD for them to
use for their prep work for their
next game so they can resiew
strength and weakness of what's
good and what to get better at.

"There is a fair amount of
evaluation that goes into that."
Steinbrecher said. "The lines of
communication are there. We
tell our coaches, if you have
questions or disagree on a call.
call Jim, tell him what the issues
are and get him tape. He'll
review it and give appropriate
feedback. both to the coaches
and officials if necessary."

•Lakers

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
S 12th St • Murray. KY .753-3415
NATIONAL SPORIS SCOREBOARD
Arnencan League Standings
Ad Times CDT
East Division
L Pct 6E1
W
90 60 600
Tampa Bay
2
89 63 586
Boston
10
81 71 533
New York
/0
533
71
81
Toronto
23
67 83 447
Batamore
Central Division

County last week. Atte' scoring
on their first drive of the game.
Calloway's defense spotted the
Rockets a touchdown and didn't
score again until late in the second quarter.
"The whole atmosphere was
kind of laid-back.- McKeel said.
"It didn't have a real intense feel
to it and I think that reflected in
our play on the field. I'll take
responsibility for that."
The head coach praised wide
receiver Chris Dobbins, who
hauled in eight passes for 98
yards and his first touchdown of
the season.
Overall, however, McKeel
says his team still hasn't played
up to potential despite a 3-0
record.
"I'm not very pleased with
the execution and making
plays," he said. "Statistics are
great and all, but we'le not performing well. We're not in sync,
we're not catching balls and
we're not doing the things we
have to do to win football
games."
7
2008 LAKER STATS

tive when he has time."
From Page 1B
Brockman hasn't been nearly
"I would say we're probably
better offensively right now," as effective through three games
Shelton said. "When you run this season as he was last year.
this kind of offense, though, The senior quarterback completyour defense is on the field a lot ed passes at a 57 percent clip in
and some of those numbers can 2007, but has connected on just
43 percent so far this season.
be a little deceptive."
The Lakers will be aided by Dropped passes have plagued
an offensive line that appears to the Lakers in wins over both
finally be completely healthy. Cnttenden and Trigg County.
But McKeel isn't losing any
Junior tackle Grant Williams
of
rejoined the squad in last week's sleep over his team's lack
28-6 win over Crittenden rhythm in the passing game.
County and junior guard Logan Brockman's yardage is on track
Burks has been cleared to play for last season and the head
this week after recovering from coach is confident the rest will
come around.
a knee injury.
"You look at those young
Despite running back Jordan
who didn't make those
men
status
questionable
Bumpus'
this week due to a shoulder ail- plays and usually they would
"I
ment. McKeel says his team is make theat," McKee' said.
healthier now than it has been all expect them to make those
plays. So does it really concern
season.
The Lakers will need that me? No. I think we just have to
added depth on the offensive execute and stay focused.**
On defense, McKeel isn't
line in order to stave off a blitzfor
ing Marshall defense that gave quite sure how to prepare
Marshall. Shelton has his team
them trouble last season.
"They put a lot of pressure on running a complicated version
us and got us out of sync." of the spread offense with many
McKeel recalled. "We're going different plays and looks.
"It's not like when you scout
to watch the tape again and
and know what they're
team
a
what
on
focus
to
going
we're
a
they did to us last year and get going to do when they line up
certain way," McKeel said.
prepared that way."
Shelton says his team has 'Their tendencies are very hard
changed its defense and doesn't to determine."
As for Shelton and the
plan to blitz as much, but
PREP GOLF
acknowledged that putting pres- Marshals, putting the past two
ROUNDUP
sure on Laker quarterback weeks behind them will be key
Casey Brockman will be essen- to getting mentally prepared for
other
tial to keeping Calloway at bay. Friday. The Ulcers, on the
"We're going to have to be hand, will be attempting to keep
able to control the line of scrim- rolling with the momentum
mage a little bit better than we from the program's first 3-0 start
have,- Shelton said."We have to since at least the mid-1990s.
Tale of the tape
get some pressure on the quarJosh McKeel wasn't pleased
St.sift Report
terback and not allow him to just
out
The Calloway County boys
sit back in the pocket and get with his team's performance
*era (att v•-itti a bang, winning
comfortable. He's pretty effec- of the gate against Cnttenclen
their final regular -golf match
ol the season ever Reidlacid on
Wednesday at Drake Creek
Golf Club itt Ledbetter.
"1 think they're going to be
From Page 1B
The Lakers were led by
to
the young season in Calloway looking at this as a chance
Chasten Floward, who tired a
their season around right
36 to claim medalist lemon. County. Both were hampered by turn
come in
mistakes and missed opportuni- here," he said. "If they
As a team. Callowa y shot 152,
a victory then
get
and
here
lossr
fourth-quarte
close,
the
that"
in
ties
19 strokes bett..-r
they're going to be in the dries to the Lakers.
Qteyttotaid.s at 171
Mistakes have been the story ver's seat in the district."
-Dateel Harper and Austin
Without a king
of the season for Trigg. The
Miles both shot M. Bils:k
Murray's new wishbone
over
ball
the
turned
quitter
Wildcats
(40).
Simmons
has been something of a
offense
Hopkins
against
times
Garnion (42) ane Ryan Bader four
seaCentral, had a punt blocked and multi-headed monster this
f) ruundvi tut the Laker
lumped offsides on a crucial 4th- son.
group.
At times, it has looked
and- I play. Trigg has II
Reidlanti as 1,Nal by Ryne
such as during the
unstoppable,
games.
three
through
turnovers
38.
a
Fsurnett, who shot
scoring drives at
two
Tigers'
they
believe
to
"It's hard
The Lakes.' bays will travel
up the
haven't won a game when you Caldwell. Murray ate
to liapkins County tiit a tourthe ball
watch them on DVD," Duncan clock and pounded
nament nu Saturday while the
said. "They've just shot them- inside with Deese.
gait will play in the Graves
At other Limes, however, it's
selves in the foot. They've fuminvitational at Soutt Highland
looked downright dreadful, such
bled their games away."
CoLintry Club.
Repeated attempts to reach as in the first half at McLean
Regional tournament, are
for
head coach Shannon County two weeks ago.
Trigg
approaching
lastly
Murray managed just 110
were unsuccessful.
%ttris
The
Burcham
Galloway as well.
of total offense in that
yards
season
hard-luck
With the
regional will le held Seas. 29
they've had to date, the Wildcats game.
at Princeton Country Club and
Duncan acknowledged that
could be emotionally down
the boys regional wilt oc
absence of King has taken a
the
a
be
could
they
or
night,
Cowley
Friday
Benton
31
10
4..
Svp
on his offense. The senior
toll
redemption.
for
out
team
rlub.
tailback has carried for just 102
Duncan is betting on the latter.

Lakers win
final regular
season match

•"Tigers

, -4 A TASTE OF CUBA
B
CLU
NER
Y-Yv DIN
sponspirad by

21 27 15
12 15 17

Calloway
Opponents

21
7

84
• 51

TEAM STATISTICS
OPP
CCHS
28
44
81-369
84-349
Rushes-Yards
434
635
Passing Yards
24-48-4
4(.)-93-1
Comp-An-Int
843
984
Total Yards
7-4
4-1
Fumbles-Lost
16-135
Penalties- Yards 22-150

Saturday, September 20th
By Reservation Only

2 for 25
Ifyou can't go to the Caribbean, let the Carilean come to you.

A For Reservations
Call 761-CUB
(2822)
1301 Main Street • Murray

W

L Pct GB

84
82
75
71
68

—
67 556
70 539 2 1/2
77 493 9 1/2
13
80 470
84 447 16 1/2

West Division
W L Pct
92 59 609
x-Los Angeles

GB

75 78 490
71 80 470
57 94 377

18
21
35

Tesas
Oakland
Seattle
a-clinched division

Wednesday's Games
Cleveland 6 Minnesota 4
N V Yankees 5, Chicago White Sox 1
Toronto 8 Baltimore 7
Tampa Bay 10 Boston 3
Detroit 17 Texas 4
Kansas City 5, Seattle 2
Oakland 3. L A Angels 2

Thursday's Games

Seattle (Feierabend 1-3/al Kansas City
(Greinke 11-10; 110pm
LA Angels (Saunders 15-7) at Oakland
(Outman 1-0). 2 35 p m
Chicago White Sox (Vazouez 12-131 at
NY Yankees (Mussels 1 7-9). 6 05 P m
Baltimore (Olson 9-81 at Toronto (Lrlsch
11-8) 6 07 p m
Minnesota (Perkins 12-41 at Tampa Bay
(Shields 13-8). 6 10 p.m

Friday's Games
Baltimore tLiz 6-5) at N Y Yankees
(Pavan° 3-1i 605pm
Detroit iGalarraga 12-6) at Cleveland
(Carrnona 8-7), 6 05 p m
Boston (Byrd 11-12i at Toronto (Burnell
18-101, 6.07 pm
Minnesota (Blackburn 10-91 at Tampa
Bay (Jackson 11-11), 6 10 p.m
L A Angels (Garland 14-8) at Texas
(Harrison 8-31 7 05 P m
Chicago While Sox (Buehrte 13-11) at
Kansas City (Bannister 8-15) 7 10 p m
Seattle iF Hernandez 9-101 at Oakland
(Evelarid 8-81. 9 05 p in

INDIVIDuLL STATISTICS
Rususto - Willis 42-206 310.
Brockman 17-56 TO. Etumpus 9-37
TD, Hargrove 7-26, Fnednch 3-12.
Staiteen 3-6, Dobbins 1-5 Gamer 2-1
PAssois - Brockman 40-93-1 635

7TD
Illecsmeis - Dobbins 16-172 TD, Willis
8-156 310 Garner 9-120 TD.
Hargrove 4-104 2T0, Choate 2-27.
Burnous 1-29.

yards over three games after
rushing for more than 1,8(X)
over 11 games last season.
"It's definitely affected our
offense." Duncan said. "He's a
real good running back. You
give him the ball and he's going
to make something happen. He's
shown that many times."
Tale of the tape
You don't have to press
Duncan to get him to talk about
Matt Deese's night against
Caldwell.
The head coach said he hasn't seen power rushing the likes
of what Deese dished out in
Princeton in quite a while.
"My goodness, he was a
diesel," Duncan said. "It was
exciting to see and I hope it's
opened up some avenues for
him and our offense.
"Now we've just got to put it
all together because we've still
got some other running backs.
You can't give it to all of them
each play, so that's the tricky
part."
2008 TIGER STATS
'Y 15
'3

Opponents

14

National League Standings
Alt Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
—
65 67 559
Phitadeipn
12
556
67
84
New Yuri.
79 72 523 512
Florida
18
67 85 441
Atlanta
27
58 94 382
Washington
Central Division
W L Pct GB
91 59 607
Chicago
6
84 68 553
Milwaukee
80 71 530 11 1/2
Houstoc
78 73 517 13 12
St Louis
70 81 464 21 1/2
Cincinnati
28
64 88 421
Pittsburgh

West Division
W L Pct GB
79
75
70
b8
58

Los Angeles
Anzona
Colorado
San Francisco
San Doge

—
73 520
76 497 3 12
83 458 91/2
11
84 447
95 37921 1,2

Wednesday's Games
Colorado 1 San Diego 0
Pittsburgh 15 L A Dodgers 8
Florida 14 Houston 2
Ptaladelphia 6 Atlanta 1
NY Mets 9, Washington 7
Cincinnati 3. St Louis 0
Milwaukee 6 Chicago Cubs 2
Arizona 7. San Francisco 6

Thursday's Games

L A Dodgers (Kershaw 4-5) at
Pittsburgh (Maholm 9-8). 11 350 m
Milwaukee (Bush 9-101 at Chicago
Cubs t Harden 5-1). 1 20 pm
Houston (Arias 1-0t at Florida (Olsen 710). 6 10 p m
NY Mets (J Santana 13-71 at
Washington (Redding 10-91. 6 10 p m
Philadelphia (Han-leis 13-91 at Atlanta
(J Reyes 3-1 1 1. 610 pm
St Louis (Lohse 13-6; at Cincinnati
iVolguez 16-5) 6 10 p m
San Francisco (LinceCurr. 17-3) at
Arizona IR Johnson 10-9) 840 pm

Friday's Games

St Louis (Wainwright 9-31 at Chicago
Cubs (Zambrano 14-5) 1 20p in
Houston (Wolf 10-12) at Pittsburgh
(Snell (D-111 6-05 pm
Philadelphia ;Myers 10-11i at Florida
(Jo Johnson 5-1). 6 10 p m
Milwaukee (McClung 5-61 at Cincinnati
(R Ramirez 0-0),6 10 p m.
N Y Mets (01Perez 10-7) at Atlanta
(Hampton 2-2) 635 p.m.
San Diego (Peavy 9-111 at Washington
(Balester 3-61. 6 35 P m
Arizona (Scherzer 0-21 at Colorado (De
La Rosa 8-8). 7 05 P rn
San Francisco (Zito 9-16) at LA
Dodgers (Maddox 7-12). 9 40 p m

52

--

TEAM STATISTICS
OPP
MHS
50
26
97-336
95-366
418
179
35-63-2
11-29-1
754
545
4-2
4-2
15-85
19-81

First Downs
Rushes-Yards
Passing Yards
Comp-An-Int
Total Yards
Fumbles-Last
Penalties.Yards

kilOwIDUAL STATISTICS

Victor's Sandwiches

Chicago
Minnesota
Cleveland
Detroit
Kansas City

First Downs

Murray

St.sie Lute

Have;Stor •

Rusioes - Davis 36-135 Deese 20121 3rD. King 20-102, Duncan 4-30.
Fields 5-27, Wicks 1-4. Garland 9-0
Nasals - Garland 11-29-1 179 310
RECTA/IMO — Alston 5-86 TO. Kelly 1 -40
TO Davis 3-36 TO Buck 1-14
Peebles 1.3

Just as good
off the court
S TENNIS PLAYERS
'
THREE WOMEN

ITA SCHOLAR ATHLETES

on her MBA. On the court.
By MSU Sports Information
Alvarez was a second-team allState
Murray
Three
after posting a
women's tennis players were OVC selection
in singles action.
honored by the Intercollegiate 21-11 record
going 9-1 in OVC
Tennis Association as Adriana including
Alvarez, Katelyn Fulcher and matches.
Pennington (Indianapolis.
Anne Pennington were named
has a 3.75 GPA in politi•
Ind.)
Alvarez
etes.
ITA Scholar-Athl
and Pennington are honored for cal science. She will graduate
in May and plans on attending
the third-straight season.
court.
In order to earn ITA law school. On the
with
teamed
Scholar-Athlete status a player Pennington
must be a varsi- Angela McGahee to put togethty letter winner. er one of the best single-season
have a grade double's records in school-hispoint average of tory as the duo went 20-3 overat least 3.50(on all and 16-2 in dual matches.
Fulcher (Henderson. ity.•1
a 4.00 scale) for
the current aca- owns a 3.80 GPA in pre-rned
demic year and The sophomore put together a
Alvarez
been strong freshman campaign as
have
enrolled at their she went 9-5 in singles action
present school teamed with Lynsey Bochenek
for at least two to go 16-9 in doubles action.
semesters.
The Racers open the 200S
"These girls Fall season on Sept. 19-21 a,
are very dedi- they travel to Chattanooga.
cated to their Tenn, for the Steve Baras Fall
Nether
studies." said Classic.
coach
head
TODAY S LINEUP SPONSORED BY.
Connie
Keasling. "What
Only Suite,- .'
a
tremendous
fi.ft.flotirxicticreA/Voo
pride it brings to
Pa lellre ort"hiturorro itsioirce
'
Cor*Khuriixipy.
our program to
.. • .
have
players
SW ghat N.•7S3-51141
Pennington earn these type
TV, radio
of academic recognitions."
TODAY
Alvarez (Durango. Mexico)
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
8:30 p.m.
maintains a 3.52 GPA in
ESPN — West Virginia at Colorado
accounting and is on pace to
GOLF
8 p.m.
graduate in December. She
TGC — PGA Tour Viking Classk last
plans on immediately starting

Corey Huie
Roofing, Siding & Windows
Specializing In Insurance Cla;ms

FREE ESTIMATES
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RACER TENNIS ROUNDUP

HONORED AS

Murray

a

round at Madison Miss (same-day
tape;
MAJOR LEAGUF BASEBALL
7 p.m,
WON -- Chicago White Sox at NY
Yankees

SOCCER
7 p.m
ESPN2 - MLS. New York at
Columbus

WNBA BASKETBALL
9 p.m.
ESPN2 — Playoffs conference semi},
flats game 1 teams TBA

Locally
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
5:27 D
a/SIBS 1 340 AM --St Louis at
Cincinnati
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Hardin will be mamed 50 years
Sept. 19.
Mrs. Kent Forrester has been
DEAR ABBY: lm a 13- she came over and spent a
selected as chairman of the 1978
boy, and I have a 5- couple of hours discussing
year-old
Murray fund drive for St. Jude's
year-old sister. Our parents are styles. colors, trims and fabChildren's Research Hospital at
together. but Dad's job was relo- rics. I had my eye on some
Memphis. Tenn.
cated to another state and he's curtains that cost about $30 a
40 years ago
when
Published is a picture of gone most of the week. When pair, so I was shocked
of
estimate
an
me
gave
Fern
Mom
and
home.
he
all
gets
he
direcCharles Leroy Eldndge,
$12,000. (And that included
do is fight.
tor of School Services of MurThe my "family discount") Needray State University. giving perfighting puts less to say. I didn't get the
sonal tours of the industrial arts
lot of drapes.
a
building to visitors.
Last week a year and a half
on
stress
The Red Cross Volunteers, forme. My sis- later I received a bill for $200.
merly called Gray Ladies, were
ter asks me. Fern enclosed a note with the
honored at a penning ceremony
are bill saying she had thought I
"Why
at the Ellis Center with Ann
Mommy and was still undecided about the
Hays as chairman of the volunDaddy drapes, but now that she realteers in charge.
always izes I'm not purchasing them,
Pvt. Michael L Pierce has
Dear Abby fighting?" she should be compensated for
graduated from eight weeks of
recruit training for the United
This makes her time. I feel I should have
States Marine Corps at San
By Abigail
me want to been told in advance that I'd
Diego. Calif.
Van Buren
break into be charged for the consulta50 years ago
tears tion, but she never mentioned
Toy Garland, son of Mr. and
because I don't know what to it. What should I do? -- WINMrs. Toy G. Garland of Hazel. tell her. Abby. please help me DOW DRESSING IN N.J.
has graduated from recruit trainDEAR WINDOW DRESSunderstand what to do in these
ing at the Naval Training Censituations. -- WORRIED BIG ING: As I see it, you have
ter, San Diego. Calif.
two choices: Pay the bill or
BROTHER
Elected as new officers of
DEAR BIG BROTHER: write it off and risk jeopardthe Murray Unit No. 275 of
You should not have to be in izing your relationship with
National Hairdressers and Costhe position of explaining your your uncle. If you value your
were
Association
metology
parents deplorable behavior to relationship with him, you'll pay
Kathryn Lax, president; Barbara
your little sister. While you the money (in installments, if
Parrish. vice president: Eulala
assure her that the fight- necessary) and keep your discan
St. John. treasurer; Jean Weeks,
ing has absolutely nothing to tance from his wife.
financial secretary: and Jerry
P.S. You are right. You
do with her -- or you -- the
McLard, recording secretary.
should be quiet- should have been told in
who
people
60 years ago
ing your sister's fears are your advance that she'd charge you
A Fire Prevention Poster Conparents. Please waste no time a consultation fee. Shame on
test for all students in the city
in telling theni how upset your her.
and county schools will be held
•••
little sister becomes when she
as a part of Fire Prevention
DEAR ABBY: I recently
hears the quarreling, and that
Week of Oct. 3-9. according to
Mrs. Walter Baker and W.Z. it makes you want to break visited family I haven't seen
down and cry, too. It's some- in a long time. They had urged
Carter, co-chairmen for the
# me to come and bring my
thing they need to hear.
week's activities.
•••
baby so we could spend time
local
Wells.
C.C.
Dr.
DEAR ABBY: My uncle with them. While we were
optometrist, was the speaker at
remarried a few years ago to there, we had some good conthe weekly meeting of the Muran interior decorator I'll call versations, but they had their
ray Rotary Club held at the Mur"Fern. I asked her about get- TV on, so a lot of the time
ray Woman's Club house.
ting some drapes made, and their eyes were glued to the
television screen and no one
was talking.
I wanted to say something
grand Jury testimony as well as
one in Charleston, Ill
The Associated Press
because I had traveled so far
In 1927, the Columbia Phono- 2,800 pages of sometimes graphToday is Thursday, Sept. 18,
at their request and they just
the 262nd day of 2008. There are graph Broadcasting System (later ic evidence compiled by Indepen- sat there like zombies much
CBS) made its on-air debut with dent Counsel Kenneth Starr. The
104 days left in the year.
of the time.
a haste network of 16 radio sta- ferry Princess of the Orient sank
Today's Highlight in History:
Is it rude to have the TV
storm,
a
during
Philippines
the
off
tions.
President
1793.
18.
Sept.
On
on when you invite guests to
dead
people
70
least
at
leaving
SecuriNational
the
1947,
In
cornerstone
the
laid
Washington
your home? Would I have been
ty Act, which created a National and 80 others nussing Mark MeGof the U.S. Capitol.
out of line to have said somewire hit his 64th home run of
Military Establishment, went into
On this date.
the season, pulling out of a tie
thing to them, rather than steweffect_
In 1759. the Fiench forrnally
with Sammy Sosa.
In 1961, United Nations Secing about it later? -- TUBED
surrendered Quebec to the British.
Five years ago: Hurncane Isabel
In 1810, Chile made AS initial retary-General Dag Hanunarsktold
OUT IN KENTUCKY
declaration of independence horn was killed in a plane crash in plowed into North Carolina's Outer
DEAR TUBED OUT: The
Banks with 100 mile-an-hour winds
northern Rhodesia.
Spain.
answer to both of your quesIn 1970. rock star Jimi Hen- and pushed its way up the EastIn 1850. Congress passed the
tions is yes. While they were
ern Seaboard: the storm was later
Inigitive Slave Act, which creat- drix died in London at age 27
rude to have kept the televideaths.
30
for
blamed
heiress
newspaper
1975.
In
commissionfederal
of
ed a force
on during your visit, it
sion
Bush,
President
ago:
year
One
by
captured
was
Hearst
Patricia
escaped
returning
with
charged
ers
would have been equally rude
the FBI in San Francisco, 19 cheered on by Iraq war veterans
slaves to their owners.
and their families on the White
for you to have called them
In 1851. the first edition of months after being kidnapped by
on their bad manners.
The New York Times was pub- the Symbionese Liberation Army. House's South Lawn, urged law6041
Ten years ago. Over Democ- makers to back his plan to withlished.
ratic objections, the House Judi- draw some troops from Iraq but
In 1858, Abraham Lincoln and
Dear Abby is written by
Stephen A. Douglas held the fourth ciary Committee voted to release keep at least 130.000 through the
Abigail Van Buren. also
summer of 2008 or longer.
of their senatonal debates, this President Clinton's videotaped
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mothfl/
,
Sti)
Et 1._113
er, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

10 years ago
Published is a picture of Glen
Farthing and Myrtlene Towery,
• :volunteers, unpacking boxes of
'; hangers as they help prepare for
- the Community Resource Fair
to be Sept 26 at the National
•• Guard Armory. The photo was
• by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane
Births reported include a girl
to Gregory and Karen Clark, a
girl to Crystal and Robert Kight,
a girl to Timothy and Melanie
Doran and a girl to Brent and
Laressa Bazzell. Sept II
In high school soccer games.
Calloway Laker boys won 5-1
over Caldwell County and Murray Tiger boys won 3-2 over
Marshall County.
20 years ago
The Center for International
Programs at Murray State University will receive a $515,000
CAMPUS III grant from the
United States Information Agency
for 1989-92, according to Dr.
Tracy Harrington, director of
CIP.
Marine Lance Cpl Steven E.
Wilson of Murray has completed two weeks of active duty
training at Camp Pendleton, Calif
Calloway County High School
Boys Soccer Team won its third
straight game pushing its record
• to 3-2 with a 3-2 victory over
St. Mary's.
30 years ago
Published are pictures of display tables showing activities by
the I() departments of the Murray Woman's Club at the open
house and tea held by the club
at the club house. The photographs were by Staff Photographer Debbie N. Lee.
Dr. J.B. Dover of Hazel was
elected president of the First
District Association of Chiropractors at the meeting held at
Cadiz.
Mr. and Mrs. Latus York of
:

COMICS / FEATURES
Children suffer as witnesses
to parents' constant combat

Todayinillistory

000

IBS treatment
starts with diet
his physician. they can wort' Out
a diet together In any event, has
meals should not be large He might
consider four or five smaller meals
throughout the day
While I said that stress was
DEAR READER: IBS is a previously thought to be the cause
common disorder of the large and of IBS but later found not to be,
it can trigger an attack He should
small intesfind ways to reduce his stress
It
tines.
affects up to level as an additional means of
15 percent of control.
Between diet modification, a
North Americans. mostly reduction an stress levels and medwomen. ication (such as over-the-counter
Symptoms Digestive Advantage IBS or ipreinclude gas, scnption, if appropriate,, he should
be on the road to recovery.
bloating, diarDEAR DR. GOTT: My 30rhea, constiyear-old daughter has had eczema
pation or a
since birth. She has tried just
combination
about everything possible. Do you
thereof. It can

DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband has been diagnosed with
lrntable Bowel Syndrome by his
physician. He's extremely uncomfortable and isn't getting a lot of
relief_ What are his options'

Dr. Gott
By

have a simple remedy like your
banana skin for psoriasis?
DEAR READER: Eczema is
often cxtremely difficult to control. It stems from a malfunction

appear at any

Dr. Peter Gott

age, but it is
often found an
younger people. Previous studies
indicated IBS was caused by stress,
but the condition is now thought
to be a malfunction of the movement of the colon. Whatever the
cause, it is uncomfortable for those
who suffer from the condition
For starters, your husband might
modify his dies It should include
high-fiber foods such as bran,
whole-grain bread, beans. fruits and
vegetables. Remember to add the
fiber gradually, since a major
change to the dietary intake can
cause gas that, in turn, will trigger symptems — the very thing
he wants to avoid.
Perhaps he already knows what
brings on an attack, but, generally speaking, he should avoid

of the body's immune system
'The condition is known as an
itch that rashes. When the uncontrolled urge to scratch occurs, further skin imtation results,: often
causing rash, scaling and <lust-

ing lesions.
There are many tnggers causing eczema. They include animal
dander, dry skin, harsh soaps,
showering too frequently, using
hot water and more. The most
effective control is to keep the
skin moisturized. A good moisturizing lotion with vitamin E is
recommended. While it's easier
said than done, I suggest your
daughter not scratch any lesions.
If this is a habit she might do
in her sleep, she can we- cotton gloves to bed. She sbeCild

fried foods, caffeine, alcohol,
chocolate and some dairy products. If he doesn't know what
initiates symptoms. he might keep
a diary' of what he eats land
when) so, when symptoms occur,
he can narrow down the list to
foods that trigger an attack. If he
takes the list of trigger foods to

bathe in warm, not hot, witei: If
her home is dry, she might use
a humidifier. If these suggestions
don't work, she might ask her
physician for a prescnpuon med-

ication.

CeitractBridge
Any Port in a Storm
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable
MORI II
•K Q 8 7
IP 7 6 4 2
•K 3
•AQJ
LAST
WEST
*10 4 3
•.1 9 5 2
•3
•K Q 9
•10 9 7 5 4
•8 6 2
+1042
SOUTH
•A 6
•A.11 IOR 5
•AQJ
•K 1
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
Pass
IC
Pass
1 110
Pass
3•
Pass
2 NT
6•
Pass
Pass
4•
Dble
Pass
two of spades
Opening lead
It rarely pays to doubk opponents
who voluntarily undertake a slam
unless you feel certain of detesting
it. This is particularly true in cases
where declarer may be able to alter
his play to take advantage of the
intOrmation furnished by the double
Cousider this clank example
where declarer got to six hearts as
shown. It is certainly unlikely he
would have made the slam had West
Tomorrow: Test

continued to pass throughout. Hut
West let the cat out of the hag by
doubling six hearts.
A spode was led, and declarer reasoned that the only sensible explanation for West's double was that he
expected to score two trump tricks
South therefore formulated a lmn of
play designed to do West out of-one
of these tricks.
He cashed tie A-K of spades:and
then - acting on the assumption that
West had the 4-3-3-3 distribution that
would allow the slam to be mode —
ruffed a spade in order to reduce his
trump length. NC)(1 he cashed three
club tricks, followed by the K-A of
diamonds and a diamond nalf in
dummy Finally, declarer niffed
dummy's queen of spades.
At this poem, 10 tricks had been
played, and South still had the A-.110 of trumps while West had Me KQ-9. The iack-of-hearts lead them settled West's hash. He could win one
trump trick hut no more.
Declarer thus scored 1,660 points
for inaking the doubled slam Had
West remained silent during the bidding, as he should have, he would
have wound up plus 100. In attempting to gain an extra 100 points by
doubling. West east himself 1-,760
points.
Sikh foothardisess can he very
expensive indeed
your defensive play

CreSS11111,1111
42 Wildebeest
chasers
44 Enjoy the taste
46 Four quarters
48 Souvenir item
50 Rhett s
hangout
51 Low voioe
52 Ugh'
53 Byron s works
54 Demeanor
55 Riviera
summer
56 Sweater sz

ACROSS
1 One of teii
4 Boob tubes

1E3 l._
113

7 Kitten's toy
11 Plug up
12 Intention
13 Fringe —
14 '— do for now
15 Pique
16 Sibilate
17 Cat burglar
19 Slalom obstacles

IV F31 Eri,-")

Answer to Previous Puzzle

21 Visualize

DOWN

22 Potential oak
24 Good
connections
27 Gists
28 Tiny fly
29 Admires one-

1 Pansh donation
2 Kukla's friend
3 She. to Mane
4 Mai —

self

34
35
36
37
39

1:710-O

rough hair
Citrus tree

Favoritism

2

II

6 Blur, as ink
7 S urdy lock
8 Stemming from

34

5

1

10

4

ll
Mi

1

S.00
WE NEVER
GET TAPIOCA
PVIVING

9

19

2impli22

'
3 IF_ ark fsl
f:

8

13
116

15

4

7

6

•
12

17

9 Home tel
10 Carpet pile
11 Temper
tantrums
18 Satyr
20 Great Smoky

September
kids

Pay as — go
Ripe as a pear
Quiche base

111

9-18 c 2006 United Feature SyndwAte

(rum drink)
5 Most

32 Having long

cri

TACH OMIT
Nana
UMA alergiA
IBEIRVITIMIG SICUAW
F E Cliala
SUB
INLET
ROSA
Egg COX
OMEN
TAR D I COD AE
AMEIZI
ERE YAK
S EMS E SODA
PIT
K N Enn
1$1)SS IONE
1,
L
H
EA (MOE 1110JN
A
NIXID DIME BOD
j

29

WHEN YOU SEE GENERAL
PERSHING,ASK HIM WHY
YOU NEVER GET TAPIOCA
PUDDING WHEN YOU'RE
IN TWE INFANTRY..

30

31

I'LL ASK HIM, BUT
HE'LL PROBABLY THROW ME
OFF THE EIFFEL TOWER

41
4

45

IN
46
51

4

4
52

53

I

Inc

Mts state
23 Truckers'
radios
25 Nitpick
26 Dirty place
27 Maiden-name
indicator
28 Neon or nitrogen
29 Labor at
30 Where
Ipanerna is
31 Copy
32 Incite Fido
33 Does field
work
35 Cut in half
37 Alcott girl
38 Free

39 Sidestep
40 Flared
as a skirt
41 Mardi -43 What hulks
pump
45 Feani split it
46 Candied
goody
47 Cotton
gin name
49 Make ends
meet
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CLASSIFIEDS
elassifie4Outurrayledger.com
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

INDIA
Farm Equipment
H•dn'T 104.414.nont
*sorb(worm.
Fir0000d
liumoor
Mobilo nano Lau For Son
Wade Konrad Fa Sow
Weft Mann For Ron.
liablio Moon toes Fo. Non.
Buono. sontols
Aponmonts For 14•44.
/loom. For Pont
now. For Rom
Samoa Mon10.4
Cononordel Inopotr
Pots a keratin
Liewirea I aupgdolo
Pobac fob
Lead For awn or Lawn

Loper Nona
*Noe
Poroonato
FInoncso.
1400norrdie VIonsod
Loin And Found
nolp Wonliod
Poollion Wooed
Oconoolc I (1.1041con.
armorroo Opportunity
Elocororoca
Condolers
40011onom Ports
WWII To au,
4.14cloo For Soto
appdancos
Homo Forniddoexp
Andquo.
Loom I Glendon

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion ol thee ads tot any
error Murray Ledger & Tries ad be
responsible tor only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reportel immediately so correceccis can
be made

dos. IOW.
Lem P•oporn
Lou CO. Sado
Ladd For Rom
Fenno For Son
Acrnoso
Homes For Sao
liosorrycio• 4 STY,
Auto Pond
30071 UOIlty *Moo.
thood Com
done
Used Trucks
Coonpon
Soots I Maar,
Somme 011000d
Fne Column

DEADLINES
Fenix.

$6.50 Column Inch, *0''. Discount 2nd Run,
40'. Discount 3rd Run.
111 1 Id- Afii.1 Run INIthirt it RH, rerod ;
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday IShopping Guide)
each
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50
Additional Consecutive Days: 3.12 per word per day.
• 35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Sepik*
Toole
We*
111kride
Free
Sib*

Ike

Ter 143

iftdocco & Suppl.••

=mom
VISA
sammos

s or Ashley Morris
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephen
p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
a.m.-5
7:30
-Friday
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday

Patient Service Technician needed for the
area's *1 Home Medics' Equipment Company.
Must be dependable Experience is a plus.

For Sale
Surplus Property
The Murray Independent Board of Education
accepting sealed bids for the following items

is

DESCRIPTION
I - Aluminum View. Tbwer w Platform estimated 1012 ft height
3 - Scoreboards
I - Metal Greenhouse Frame a Fiberglass Material
4 - Bicycle Rack, and Miwellaneou$ Metal

Bid forms may be picked up at the Murray
Independent Board of Education Sealed bids will be
accepted for these items until 1 00 p m October 3.
2008. at the Murray Independent Board of
Education. 708 S 13th Street, Murray KY Bids will
be opened at that time A decision of the bids will be
made at the next scheduled Board meeting
Additional information regarding these items may be
obtained by calling 270-753-4363 Items may be
viewed by appointment only. The successful bidder
is responsible for moving all items Items are being
The Murray Independent Board of
mold as is
Education reserves the right to reject any and all
bids and to waive any irregularities in bidding

INVITATION TO RID
Sesalria bids will be received by the Murray Electric
System at 401 Olive Street, PO. Box 1095 Murray.
KY 42071 until 4:00 P.M.. Monday September 29th,
2008 for concrete foundation oonstruciton work For
details please contact the Murray Electric Systen.
270-762-1709

Public Notice
Notice Ben Furlong, 677 Old Hickory Rd. Kokaey
has filed an application with the Natural Resources
& Environmental Protect/on Cabinet to construct a
permanent ford crossing across Wades Creek
located 1.14 cute east from interaection of Old Hickory
Rd and Glover Rd Any comments or objections concerning the application shall be directed
to Kentucky Division of Water. Water Resources
Branch, 14 Reilly Road, Frankfort Office Park,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601 Phone 15021 564-3410

1111

Leell
Node'

Requirements include on call delivery set-up
and education of durable medical and
respiratory equipment in the home environment.
Full time with benefits available Applications
are available at 905 Arcadia Circle. Murray

CNA/Nurse Aide. Full time 2:00-10:00pm
Preferred experienced but will train. Good
working condibons. pleasant atmosphere.
Apply in person. Fern Terrace Lodge.
EOE

103Hap UMW
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities_

I

Miniature
LOST.
pincher
Chihuahua
mix, black with, brown
and white marking.
Very beloved dog of
children. Call
226-0444.

MAKE money playing
Guaranteed
lottery
system Free report
Call toil-free 1-877526-6957 IDOC2375

yout.
Neeo
. to prolto1.6_
rbuffiesskO sett your: house
Get fr)ts 2)(2-'ar'i for.S300
irl.onth includes- b'tctu
. loge and
.tRegutar prtcP S128 90 a_ .Your Chotuce of black grey ot
Ito-back:ground
DiT1 '753-1916

GET INTO

TICE GAME
I

Sabscnhefor all yomr honielown football action'

DER&
ER TIMEs
LEDG
Local Mall
Hama Delivery
1(711(044.4,
3aka-SIM 3ms...---S35.0
0
4ow-SBA 6- ----SO.%
1 yr.--SHUN I yr. -...311000
Al Other Mail
Sabo:Apneas
3 ma.----MS, 3 ma
6 as).-...--$10.46 6...
I yr..-..---$124.06 I yr -.--4145•11
Rest of scirrrN
.irotwor

I Check

Pnorlealsor0

Money (order

Send resume to
Anita Darnall
Wesley Hills
1020 Caleb St.
Dyersburg, TN 38024
fax number. 731-2856909.
phone' 731.287_0707
or see our Websde at
vvvoy.wesleyseniorministnes.org to send
resume

Visa

NaM,
I sl Address

Zip

I Suit,
Daytime Ph

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

vhm.1

12 Tax Preparers
needed for toe al tax
offices Earn extra
income with seasonal
employment FREE
tax classes available.
Call Jackson Hewitt at
866-554-1040 for info
or to inquire about
positions for aspenenced tax professionals
CAMPBELL RE is
looking for new real
estate agents. Call
now to join the team
759-8780.
Community Manager
Wesley at Murray is a
27 Unit nor-profit
retirement community
in need of a live in
ManagerSite
Assistant. Duties will
include emergency
response to residents
when office is closed.
Office duties will
include certification of
residents to live in the
community, collections
of rents. paperwork,
filing, supervision of
small pan time staff
Knowledge of Verdi
and HUD software is
helpful Must be familiar with Word for
Windows and Excel
spreadsheet use
Must have a love of
elderly Compensation
is apartment along
wets hourly wage for
20 e hours of office
work weekly dunng
the day Benefits
available Excellent
opportunity for a graduate student or
retiree Possible to
waive living on site

71Ice

CALLOWAY GardensEssex Downs Apis
now taking bids for
roof replacement Call
for more information
(270)753-8556

CPA or CPA candidate.
Full time position with a
Murray. KY CPA firm
involving income tax
and auditing responsiCompetitive
bilities.
salary and benefits.
Please send a personal iesume to: Office
Manager. Howe &
301
LLP,
Mellon.
Maple St.. Murray, KY
42071.

Lore and Found

I

a

L

150

latovh,ftd

Help Illantsa

PRIME I
11MBEP
acres. Tr
2 bath ar
Tract 4.
surveyed
Wailesbc
selling al

Apartments

PROFESSIONAL
Field Representative
wanted for Murray
area, no expenence
required. Excellent
training program, sales
track, income potential, and benefits for
those who quality.
Woodmen of the
World Lite insurance
Society, Omaha,
Nebraska Resumes to
1710 SR121 N. Suite
F. Murray, KY 42071
or call 753-4382

scuOtOr
ELECTRIC
Victory model, always
kept charged, hardly
used. $750-0bo Cash
only. 731-642-3607.
LIKE new solid cherry
custom built entertainment center
112-Wx98-H $2.900
270-753-0020

Housecleaning
270-759-9553

I (4 I

•

1/1.1/'./k/
(iii

LARGE
SIELEcTION
USED APPCJANC ES

28R duplex, nice.
CM/A, appliances furnishea. Venous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

for sale,
condition.

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

MAJOR TRANSITS,
MURRAY, KY TAKING
applications for Over
night drivers
270-761-3912

BUYING
Junk oars, trucks and
tractors Also haul
436-5235, 227-6004

MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
WOCk No selling
Immediate tun/part
time posrtions Work
Monday-Fnclay $7$16 per-hour Paid
weekly Call 762-9900

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 121h.
Murray.
Looking for a wood
stove in Murray area
Call 519-8570

NETWORK TECHNICIAN Full-time, beneSCRAP
fits Two years of colCARS
lege and two years of
experience with large
networks, wireless netLinux/Unix
works,
systems
operating
Additional related Coleducation
lege
exchanged for a portion of experience
s
Far Sift
requirement Click on [11111117-111cle
at
"Emp4oyment24 bulb lay-in suntan
www murraystate edu
bed $275 Multi-colfor additional informaored couch recliner
Salary $1723
tion
each end $150
Complete
hourly
293-3761
application at Human
0(24 log garage
2,
Murray
Resources.
package includes logs,
State University 404
Sparks Hall, Murray. roof frame work,
sheeting. felt. (50)KY 42071-3312. An
2x6x8 treated,(I 1)AA
M/F/D,
EEO,
2x8x8 treated, plus log
employer
siding $600. 227-5759
..1

Check us out on the Web!

500

gallon

2 BR. 2 BA duplex.
very nice with many
extras Beautiful moldings and decor Nice
shrubbery flcwers and
trees House garage
with opener. nice patio
with half covered top.
all appliances furnished. 902A N 20th
No pets. $650
753-5344.
duplex.
IBA
28R
1304
Appliances,
Peggy Ann. Section 8
ok 270-753-0259

Carpal=
Computer
P xcellent
753-8630.

2 BR 2 BA apartment
$500 per month 2935423

HEAVY duty large
capacity, front loader
GE washer and dryer.
$800 978-5177.

3300 square foot
building available for
retail. office .restaursnt, ample
parkingeiusy Hwy 641
S Can divide.
PH: 270.293.3232

GREEN Acres :s currently hinng for the following position
RN/LPN- Full time.
Mon-Fn 10p-6a
Anyone interested in
becoming part of Our
team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care. 402 W
Farthing St Mayfield,
KY 42066

y

FRIGIDARE retrigeraor, white, like new
$200.00 474-8357

WILL clean houses
(270)293-5806

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only, positively.

'Br, 1 Ba garage apt ,
close to downtown
refrigerator
Stove,
wd, central air.heat
no pets. $500,1mo , 1
month deposit, 1 yr
lease. references 211
S 7th St. 753-8705

PENNY
PUMPKIN PATCH

EXPERIENCED and
reliable housekeeper.
and
Businesses
homes. Very flexible.
Call (270) 293-5593
ask for Delia
Housekeeper for all
your needs Please
call for an appointment(7311782-3949

When accessing the
-help %antes.- section
/00 0,11f classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger cont,
you will be redirected
to iohnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local yob
listings will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
wehsite, not all listings
on the yobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Mum', Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any.
quegions regarding
the Murray area
yob listing, Thank you

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

2 BR all appliances
including w/d and dish759-5885.
washer
293-7085

IFTC7Itileara
L
111

DLSCLAINIER

1505 Diuguld Drive • Murray. KY 42071

I BR low utilities no
lease required, no
pets $300 per month
753-3949

Now hiring talented
energetic licensed cos
metologist and mas
sage therapist We
offer great employee
For more
benefits
information please call
767-0760
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In. 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY No
phone calls.

butane

02918 ga:t
"
74
.
t$7(1)(0 6°4
293-3354

(2711)753-1713

2E1E4 38R apartments
available. Great location 1 year lease. 1
month deposit. no
pets. 753-2905

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
Sig Sale
New & Used
Furniture
1407 Main St.
(270)751-7653

4 BR, 2 BA all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

HIDE-a-bed sofa. neu
tral colors used less
than 1 yr. $700 Lazy
Boy power lift chair
used less than 1
month two
270-7031879
PRICES Slashed for
Quick Sale 15 couchoversized
es and
chairs entertainment
centers, coffee tables.
end tables and headboards at $15 each.
Make an otter on a
Landoce Treadmill &
bicycle Cali
270 759-3003

No

POSSCSSII

10 1971t
you will

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs

Midas
For Si.

1411p %VIM
1211

112011Lit
in 30 do

For Saia

One and No Bedroom Aparuncnts
Central Heal and Air
Accepting Applications

laxetrrients Far Rera
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1-800-648-6056

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
iSecunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
eAle rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mum-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO $1800-648-6056

Beautiful location a
105N 6th St. for office
spaces, salon ect
$3.500
4,125sq .ft.
monthly. Call 270-8360717 or 753-6944

CLEAN 2 BR, 1 BA
apartment close to
campus. Stove. refrig
erator. w/d. C/H/A. no
pets $475 deposit
$475 a month. Ousel
place for quiet people
1904 Sherry Ln 270293-7786
Cornerstone
Resit) & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
Call 761-7335

s Or lass

2 BR. I BA r.ewly
remodeled. nice yard.
711 Payne Si. $475
monthry, No pets. 27°293-3710
2 BR. 1 BA. 2 car
garage, large yard,
partially fenced. $550
and
security
plus
lease. 978-7441.

16x70
1999
Fleetwood 2 BR.2 BA.
all appliances including
garbage disposal. cov
ered porch. metal storage building. carport
Fos
Located
Meadows
731-247-3046
2 BR & la $10,900.
7534012
GOT LAND? Own land
or have family land
available, you can
qualify for $0 down.
FREE
for
Call
APPROVAL.
731-564-9429.

ECM
2 BR, $295.
753-6012
Clean 29R in country
References required
759-1837

1 BR apt. various los
cations Coleman RE
Move in free daye
753-9898

DA

2 or 3 BR houses near
Murray
downtown
753-4109

FULLY Furnished &
Established
Restaurant available
now. Located on busy
Hwy 641 South of
Murray, KY PH
270.293 3232

3 Br, brick on Melrose
Drive. 2 6a, new central air/heat. all electric
big fenced backyard.
2-car garage, dishwasher, stove, w/d
hook-up, STV, lease.
$850. Call 270-7670615

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime locabon. 753-2905.
293-1480

nice

STORAGE building
40x40, gas heat. insulated, located 406 1/2
Sunbury Cede Murray
1300/month. Call
Carlos Black
{270)436-2935

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

380
Pets Supplies
DOG Obedience
436-2858.
Rag doll kittens
270-354-9776

DUPLEX 2 Br. 1 Ba
new remodel, no pets
w/d furnished $575
deposit. 293-6430
DUPLEXES for rent
All appliances
Included.
767-9941
LARGE 28k,2 full BA,
all appliances. walk in
closet 7088 Bagwell
Ct 227-5173
apt
studio
Large
above Bradley Book
Co on campus. newly
1303
remodeled
Street
Chestnut
Includes
$675/mo.
water and sewage.
(270)293-3710.
NICE 2 BR duplex apt
Northwood Dr.
on
$475 270-753-5992
NICE 2 Br, 1 Ba
duplex Stove. refrigerator. washer, dryer
$300
rent,
$300
deposit 293-3761.
II .1,111.

ct

puppies
Tzu
Shih
male
AKC/CKC
$2504350
female
270-251-0310

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

UMW& Suppiss
-1850 St At. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

square
BERMUDA
Ready
$3 50
hail
9/20 437-4030

• 2.70-753-5b&2:
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
726 S. 4TH ST.
Ulmer sf 121s &(;b..
19X19 $2.5 les15 $49
1279I 436-2524
(2711 293-6966
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536.

TEAR

AB
MLS 47483 _
Commercial Bonanza,
Previous "Dutch
Essenhaus
Restaurant' 2.5
acres. 5416 Square
Feet, all fixtures &
equipment,
& Modular Home
behind Restaurant
$375.000 Call
Barbara Barnett
293-9372
rwavel3ameeReeity corn

1990 Scott 16x80, 38r
2 full Ba 293-2456
1998 Patriot 16x80,
vinyl siding, tt.ermal
pane windows, northern insulated. extra
nice 270-489-2525.

classuar
V, man
t oorn SUI
dreStif
Ashley
Ltichen
tools. ti't'
Powemt
'ton lad.,
air comp
ladder. t:
wild gan
g lc axle I
10-6 wit
i100 12
trax WI(
equipme
Term

Mk

kiet
FaL
-

3 BR, very
Coleman RE
753-9898

Mayfiek
641 Nor
Road. Fr
,,nto KY
Persona

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.j!),
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cr

CHARMING 28R-apt
on a farm 6 miles from
town Cel/A, hardwood
floors, vaulted ceilings,
furnished,
nicely
smoke free, no indoor
$575edeposit
pets
water and cable included 489-2741

Ultistio

Alt IMO ada

placoct In

our

paper are posted on our website for treel

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Linde
Aveilirble
'Now Have
Climate Control

753.3353

From
Miles T
1

REAL I
3°11 1.
Metal Fl
SE!

RI 41 44

4
In.124411,
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Murray Ledger & Times

HISTORICAL HOME AUCTION

- ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION
REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY

-sets.. September
I hut

Saturday October 4th, 2008 @ 10:00 AM

Follow u,S. 641 To Hwy.
LOCATION. 1108 Main St. Murray. KY
94/Main St Take Hwy 94 East/MaIn St Proceed to Auction Site. Signs
Posted!!

SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 20, 2008•10 A.M.
The Leonard Gamble Estate
520 Wayne Freeman Road, Benton, K1

FANTASTIC LOCATION IN MURRAY. KY! CLOSE TO RESTAURANTS,
SHOPPING & MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY'
COME PURCHASE A PIECE OF MURRAY'S HISTORY!
REAL ESTATE - NICE FURNITURE
5952 Total Sq Ft 5 Bedroom. 3
REAL ESTATE: A Fabulous Historical
Full Bath. 2 Half Bath Home With A Finished Basement Home Features
Living Room Family Room Kitchen With Breakfast Area, Formal Dining
Room, Study. Great Room. & Utility Room Other Interior Features Include
Magnificent Woodwork Throughout. Beautiful Hardwood Floors. Butt-In
Bookshelves, Ceramic Tile, Humidifier. Security System, Whirlpool Tub. 2
Gas Log Fireplaces, Central Heat & Air. & Attic Storage Extenor Features
Include A Carnage House With An Immaculate Workshop. Functioning
Apartment & 3 Car Garage. Exterior Lights, Court Yard. Patio, Privacy
Fenced Yard, & Paved Driveway The Home Is Situated On A Nice 250x103
Lot With Several Shade Trees
HANDMADE CLOCKS: 10 Ft. Walnut -Murray- Grandfather Clock re
Double Glass Doors. Handmade Brass Stars & Hermle Black Forrest
Clockworks (Architectural Design IS Based On Many
Murray. KY Buildings, including Courthouse 8 Murray
State University). Walnut 'Jackson Purchase' Clock
Made via Hernile Black Forrest Clockworks. Triple
Movement & Handmade Brass Stars I All Wood Used
Was Local), Cherry Replica -Robert E Lee Clock sv/
Handmade Brass & Hermle Clockworks (Cock Is An
Exact Replica To The Clock Robert E Lee Had Al

HARVESTABLt
PRIME tAkM LAM.). WOODED BUM •‘! •
Aibinations Traci I 2 74
11MBER 77 acres -/ of land selling in tr.,'
acres. Tract 2 - 611 acres with 4 Isn,
:k home. central heal and air, lull basement.
2 bath and outside storage buildings. Tract 3 - 10.35 acres with nice building site.
Tract 4- 17.43 acres, Tract 5 - 14 15 acres. Tract 6 - 26.74 acres of farm land as
surveyed by VI. Associates to the center line of Waidesbirii Rd located on
Wadesboro Road lust south ol the home site Real estate will start
selling 41 12 noon

ak; 15% down of purchase price day ot auction with balance
.30 days Tenant and seller will retain the soybean crop currently on tract 6
Possession of the rest of the real estate will he at closing Any house built prior
to 1978 may contain lead based paint Make your inspections prior to auction as
you will sign a post inspection ViiiINCT as part of the contract

isnaLachaits'
in

ads for a Mailed personal
property listing with thefarm equipment.

%Men upcoming

Direciteas: From Benton take Hwy 58 West to nght on W'adeshoro Road From
Mayfield take Hwy 58 East to left on Wadeshoro Road From Murray take Hoy
M141 North to left on Hwy 402 which becomes Hwy 58 to nght 011 N'adeshoro
Road. Follow Wade-shorn road which becomes Wayne Freeman road to slight right
onto KY 5.4 to 520 Wayne Freeman Road Signs will he posted

-

Personal Property: washer & dryer. frost free freezer. refngeratia. cook stove,
treadnull maple dining table and chairs, coffee mill, small kitchen appliances.
glassware. pots and pans. couch and chair, recliners, maple coffee and end tables.
TV, mantel clock, old wall nun-or. 3 pc cedar bedroom suite. lift chair. 3 pc bedroom suite. 14-15 hand stitched quilts. eke-inc sewing machine, kerosene lamp.

Washington Collage)

TI

sion ladder. wood • wing and chair porch set, concrete miner with electric mem.
air compressors. chain saws, looted cast iron wash kettle. tobacco plug cutter, step
ladder. Craftsman 42- cut riding mower. trot 11111:s. master mechanic work bench.

FURNITURE/MISCELLANEOUS: Hamilton Grand
Piano waench. Pair Of Drum Tables. Antique Rocking
Chair, Matching Antique Couch & Chair, Claw Foot
Coffee Table, Duncan Phyla Table. Sofa Table, Large Knockdown
Wardrobe. 6 Metal & Wood Bar Stools. Beautiful Handmade Keepsake
Chest. Drop Front Desk, Leather Recliner. Antique Dressing Table. Drop
Leaf Painted Table, Kitchen Table w/Chairs. Dresser w/Mirror. 4 Leather
Bar Stools, Office Desk, Antique Marble Top Dresser, Odd Wood Chairs,
Wicker Table w/Chairs. 2 Hotpoint Refrigerators. Plate Rack. Metal Filing
Cabinet, Dover Table Saw Dewalt Planer

Trar 300 245 Masse!, Ferguson diesel tractor and equipment. 100 Farman and
equipment Other items not listed
Term on Personal Property: full settlement at auction.

Open House: Tuesday, Sept. 23 From 5:30-7:00pm
Real Estate Sells First At 10:00 AM. Auction Will Be Held On Stte.
Co-Broker: Grey's Properties Murray, KY: Judy Denton, Agent
,B. &no, w. ,R•
it.,0
D•ra 4••••
AM ESTATE. 15, Ots.• Chs, S Soo Balown•
0.* B,
I,I.,
6e*.5.410 Sr•Lead Illaseel Pa.R.*, •,..Ram,
P.C.
,
Cann.
ma
WA leaf..',, -NO,
lk.yen
,L4SGEng Arms
PRIRIONAL PROPERTY. Ca. CC.. 0,,,6ato PhIP Paper 144.60414an

night stand. chrome breakfast set table and chairs, pressure washer.
Ashley wood stow. Lincoln lhape Aladdin lamp. treadle sewing machine, old
kitchen cabinet. Iris dishes. metal cabinet, line trimmers. eleonc chain saw, hand
tools, trolling motor, fishing poles. self propel lawn morsel. high-wheel mower.
Powemtate 4000 generator on trailer, gas grills, single axle tilt bed trailer. exten-

dresser and

wild game Ilse traps, wheel barrow. Red Racer wagon, rear tine tiller, small single ark traders, dog box. Marlin lever action rifle, Ruger 22 cal rifle, Remington
10-6 with scope. Remington 211 with scope, single barrel 20 gauge. Remington
11(10 12 ga with raised rib 2088/ Ford Taurus SE 71.‘xy miles, 1991 Honda Four

n,i,

held rum
rireni

snit/sir
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NI A 1.
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DAN MILLER AUCTIONEER.& ASSOCIATE, 27043543111'
DARRE14. BEANE AUCTIONEER & ASSOCIATE:270-435-4420
TO:1WD.PASCHALL BROKER & AUCTIONter 270-767-9223
te corn
,vww.danmillerauallpheirr.ctrn & wenvAetrydpasihaltrealesta
•
Firm
2333
&-Tenn.-#1281
.
KY
in
&Sodded
Licensed
Ivy &Twice Dge5:n't Cost. it Pays.

I

ay, S ct. n ,
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• S00-.Mill;431
1 4111.111,11• o to
'1471.,
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• ri

FEEDER Pigs free
range, 8 wits. old 630
489-2741,
Riding & haw horsemenship
270-705-8208

Yard We

GREAT CALLOWAY COUNTY LAND

GARAGE SALE
110 HICKORY
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:30-7

WITH MAJORITY ALREAD1
FENCED!
LOCATED JUST SOLTH OF
MURRAE KY

• 7% t•t•

•
•

w

.I
&ill

Plus size women

lamps & lots more.

clothes, kids
clothes shoes,

YARD SALE
121 NORTH TO
GRAVES CO.
UNE
BENDEFIELD LN.
THUR, FRI
& SAT
7:00-7
Girl & boy baby
clothes, teen girl
clothes, boy
clothes, maternity
clothes, women's
clothes, toys

ESTATE AUCTION
THE WENC)NAH J ABUNDO ESTATE
•
SATLORDAY

•a

SIS

SEPT

20 ---1 0:00AM

•
•

Haltom Driv_ Beateni_ KY

Directions From The Benton Courthouse South 0.641 Then East On `lattara Dr.
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• AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE.

.

1157 ST. RT. 91 MAY-FIELD.
-1

r

RALPH AUSTIN..AUC*101MEIER -Loc. P2471
'
270-705-4E159
WWW.AUSTINAUCTIONSJERVICE.COM

LARGE MOVING
SALE
1300 OAKHILL
off of Doran Rd
to Melrose West
Fri & Sat
8:00-7
Furnrture, home
deco:, nice clothes
men & women.
Christmas. lamps
bicycle, mots of odds
& ends

household items
and much more

Light fixtures
home en' flower
arrangements
chnstmas & halloween
clec . blue mans
deities, curtains.
bedding shelves lots
of misc items

.0 siogie Worst shot gun •Fterningion 742 36
•Ftertungion 7400 30-06 eaanin 22 cip 4.4anin 22 tube
Mei +I:eery knives .Pocket knives •Toois itaiesser
•Furi sae matinee & boa spring •Flectiner -Stereo
•Smell topiarian 41ousehokl terns .Pictures imarcirs
ease picture kenos •Women & girls clothes •Seieral
ceramic Christmas wipes .10' 0.raftsmari radial saw
•10r table saw i•Garden tools *Kerosene heater
sOcutile Sink manne sanity lop -2002 Dodge Dakota
cab plus SLT 5-8 auto PW PEI PS, camper lop sold
separately or iogethei 47.000 original miles

FURNITURE SALE
1360 OAK COUNTRY CLUB RD.
ON CORNER OF OAKS di WISWELL
FRIDAY
7:00-12:00
Beautiful Victonan fully refurbished
chair & love seat. 2 dressers & night
stand set, 2 old clocks, nice old
dresser, Asian cabinet, old farm table.
2 old mirrors, old desk, 2 end tables
and lamps

Greg Taylor
Attorney at Law
Contracts, Deeds
Titles, Closings
761-4558
gregtaylotiaw.cont
3BR. 1-1/2
FSBO
bath, fireplace, hardwood floors. 2-driveways, corner large lot.
2-storage buildingN, 7'
closets electronic'cold
air return 1270/7592475
•
GATESBOROUGP 2
:
homes FSBO
4113. 3.000 AC. 4.000
acres
9
total,
$199.000 OBO
completely
3/212
• New
remodeled
everything $149,900
417-337-3561

GARAGE SALE
1706 HOLIDAY DR.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
753-8004
Baby bed, rocking chair, glass table- 4
chairs, metal foot stool, metal bench,
dishes, house decor, mail box,
Chnstmas decor, round glass table- 4
chairs, oak table- 4 chairs, park
bench & more.

YARD SALE
2300 COLLEGE
FARM ROAD
SATURDAY
ONLY
7:00-10:00
Girls shoes clothes
& coats sizes
iiitant-Nveen Gap.
Wet Seal, Copper
Key. Gymboree.
household items,
treadmill & More

YARD SALE
414 STARKS
CEM. ROAD
WATCH FOR SIGNS
BETWEEN HAREM

a
S. MARSHALL
THUR, FRI & SAT
7:00-7
Men 8 women
clothing up to 5X, old
sewing machines,
metal bunk bed set
lots of misc

MOVING SALE
163 SQUIRE RD
94 WEST. LEFT ON
JOHNNY
ROBERTSON. RIGHT
ROAD
SQUIRE
ON
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:30-7
TV home decor
knives, appliances
clothing curtains nee
fight fixtures luggage
furnfture games books
comforters

YARD SALE
1938 Airport
Rd. 121N to
Airport (783) 2
miles on right
Fri 8-1
Sat 8-?
1- V.'s. sewing
machine, clothes.
DVD's & VHS

SCHOOL
YARD SALE
220S. 13TH ST
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-3:00
Furniture.
houseware.
electronics, clothing.
toys, much much
more All proceeds
benefit Eastwood
Christian Academy
Senior Trip

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
497 POST
OAK DR.
2ND ROAD
PAST EAST
SCHOOL
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
8:00-?
YARD SALE
503
SOUTH 16TH ST
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7AM-7
Furniture Chnstrnas
decorations toys
clothing {plus size
misses girls S toddlers'
Antique oil lamps
material kitchen
appliances and lots
01,14SC
YARD SALE
51 STANFORD
DRIVE
(CAMBRIDGE 2
SUBDIVISION)
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00 until 7
Baby clothes. boys
and girls clothes
(sizes 10-16), kids
shoes. toys,
television, hardback
books, knick knacks

5-PARTY YARD SALE
294 ROBERTSON RD S.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
6:00-?
B & G baby 5T clothes, toys.
games, movies, decor, girl's twin bed
set, girls size 10, adult clothes, baseball
cards, electronics, hunting items, fall
decor, Halloween costumes,
Christmas decor, large selection
Boyd's Bears, light fixtures, misc.
antiques, household items.

MURRAY Estates 3
BA.
25
BR.
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated .5 acre lot

Beautiful 5 acre lot for
sale, 1 mile west o
Murray. $59,500 Cal
293-0371

YARD SALE
511 BLAIR ST.
FRIDAY &

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riterfteld
Estates.
Matt Jennings

293-7872

•

REDUCED,
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed floating
ooat dock, consrete
ramp
boat
$248,500 00 "Call
753-2905 Or 293-8595

We Buy .
tiousest
1m tr.esiizte.
Debt Relief!
(270)761-Flome
www.creattve
repettyseivers.cpre

L

470
& Ares
35C

49CC scooter.
miles, like new
obo. 753-0902

lelekrSels

SW

-tat
1999 Yamaha VS
1100, excellent coedibon, lots of extrias.
5.3,900 obo. 978-0012

Kentucky Lake lot
61.650 obo. 228-8263430

Clothes
la prnmower
home decor,
kitchen stuff,

ilit

USED TIRES

as For Sala

bathroom
acoessones, toys,
venous other

-OWNER Finance. No
credit card •• 3 BR, 2
Ba completely remodeled. 127 Tea Rose,
Nevi Concord. $1,500.
$575 per month. Call
%Arlie at 753-2222.

odas & ends

YARD SALE

3 BR, 2 BA west of
Murray. 3/4 acre.
$135,000 obo
293-2269, 435-4140

ESTATE E-15

313R. 2BA. 1.500so.ft..
hardwood floors, close
to MSU. $79,900 Day
293-5463. night
293-2987.

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
Furniture & iniSc

MODE Ana
CONDMONED
EVERYTHING MUST
GO MOVING
& YARD SALE
HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES
1306 S. 12TH ST.
ACROSS FROY
MURRAY TOYOTA
SATURDAY
SEPT. 20TH
900A111-1 -00PM
Bag sale no reasonable
offer refused
Exerynkrki must gu

3.1;AMIL
:ijkRil SALE
4:11/11 SOUTH OF

11

1 5 15 inch

Starting at

S20

mounted

Call 753-5606
4.90
Osid Cars

FOR sale beagiful.
Chown
1994
blue
Victona excellerit:Condamn, greatly reniised
270-753-4862
•
519-4329
MUST see 99 Buick
Park Avenue Ultra
Leather, all power.
Book
Kelley
local
Best Offer
$4.945
753-8096

ATTENTION MOVE
UP BUYERS Owner
willing to trade For
sale 4 Br, 2 Ba. 2.534
sq ft up scale home.
new construction
Saratoga II
Subdivision Free
recorded message
800-986-2789 ext
2151 or direct
270-804-1655

2006 Ford Fusion Sc.
low miles, one owner.
condition.
excellent
Kelly Blue Book retail
$16,960 sacrifice for
$14,750
270-293-6266
270-753-5430
00 Accent, nesiVes
new front tires. lane
great
runs
up.
Transmission slips ir
2nd gear Asking $800
obo. 227-3111

* NiuttRAY
NEAR MlbsYAV
FRIDAY.

esixf-e.tio
I need to sell your housemy listings are low due to all
the sales we have had!
Call Steve Sammons
Cell 227-5818

.SATIURDA'•
01.211 2.0C
•

FOS
Waterfront
Kentucky Lake
939-0263

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve

Please No Phone Calls

MIS 47059 Heaveniy
Haven' Adorable 2story vinyl south of
Murray Very private, 4
Beautiful acres Large
kitchen 2-living
areas 4- Car Garage
garago
workshop
Nice. Call Barbara
Only
293-9372
9 0 0
$ 1 3 0
wiww_Barnett
Reatty.com

7 67-2246

5 PARTY YARD SALE
2016 CAROL DR.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
7:00-?
Furniture, pictures, dishes. stemware,
Chnstmas Decor. clothing, ladies 10plus, toddler boy 2T-4T, little girls 6-7,
purses, shoes, jewelry. toys, women's
scrubs, baseball cards, 1992 Ford
XLT tuck and much more.
Don't miss itl

1500 COACH

misc & etc.

HUGE 3 PARTY
YARD SALE
1503 Belmont Dr
(E)
Fri & Sat
7AM-4PM

LONDON DR,(Canterbury Subdivision)
FRI 7AM-NOON SAT SAM-NOON
EARLY BIRDS WELCOME

SATURDAY

& pdows, furniture.

dishes. decorating

turns

Clothing. chnstmas
decorations. small
furniture items, tools,
household aerns, golf
clubs, small furniture
items, etc.

items, comforters

clothing, prints,

1:13

YARD SALE
1510
BECKETT OR,
Murray
Fri & Sat
Sept 19 & 20
7:00AM

HUGE
YARD SALE
1614 PARKLANE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?

Quality women's

REAL IF.....STATE TRACTS - Tract l• 0 791 Acres Tract 2. 1.333 ACITS Tract
3. It 143 Acres With A Large Metal Ban Ttirt e A Nice Log Cabin With
Metal Roof Selling Serotaie From The Land
SELLING REGARDLESS OF PRICE TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER!!!
Real Estate Sells At 41:00 PM.Auction Held On Site,
Call For More Information or Visit ww-wharnsauctions corn
Co-Broker Grey's Properties Murray, KY Judy Denton. Agent
Pre-,urt.
Brian, Lit., A11,
of
Rt. Al. ISI511i TERMS: I
...41e iVke
ink Wed
irul
Da, 04 Sae 55,01Prt,er
•
PlAtSOLOALPROPERTI IF11,1,

• ti..+Iickl 4,1 iL it'xi
a Is144)::484r- 40K

'X'

T-1
Liveelod S Sueoile

LOCATION: Old Salem Rd. Murray, KY
From Murray: At The ('nun Square Take 4th St./Hwy. 121 South 11
des To Old Salem Rd. Proceed To Auction Site, Signs Pasted!!!

YARD SALE
1501

414%,..\

•

40 42-11111.
.
•• ‘1.1904

ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION
U

It • • ".

18, 2008 • 5R

Realtors
753-1492

I oretta Jobs
lot.
618-

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

,

CLASSIFIEDS

6B • Thursday, September 18, 2008

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
INSTRUCTIONAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS
•OIVORCE without chitaren $95. DIVORCE
with children $95 With
FREE name change
documents (wee only)
and marital settlement
agreement Fast, easy
and professional Call
1-888-789-0198

•AMEFliCAN HEAVY
EQUIPMENT TRAINING You may gustily for
E mployment
Assistance Financing
Training
State
&
Equipment
Dollars
NCCER
Operator
Courses
Accredited
Training Facility in
866-280Kentucky.
5836

•One artier One check.
One smart move. Save
time and money by
•ATTEND COLLEGE
making one call to
ONLINE from Home
place a 25-word Classi'Medical, 'Business
fied in 70 Kentucky
•Paralegel
newspapers for only
•Computers 'Cnminal
$250 For more inforJustice Job placement
mation. contact the
assistance Computer
classified department
available Financial Aid
of this newspaper of
if qualified Call 886call KPS 1-502-2238 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
8821
*NM CenturaOnline co
e'THE PATH INTO
HEALING* by Sam
•Can You Dig te) Heavy
Oliver takes you on a
School 3wk
Journey into the heart equipment
program
training
and soul oi healing
www.pattento- Etackhoes Bulldozers
care
Trackhoes Local Kai
healing corn
placement east Start
FOR SALE
digging dirt now 966Compute' 362-6497
•A New

Regional
•OnverDnvers. 37 cpm w/2
years experience Full
benefits package, home
every weee CDI-A w/6
experience
months
required Call 877-4382185 Of apply online
wineaveratcareers co

FOR all you roofing
vinyl metal porcnes
dtkais and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156

BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix it's repairs
No lob too small
Gludly serving the
lakes area 436-2228

FREE
Nur-4w=

Additions k9ajirty
& Home Rei

270)75.3-14910
31 347-

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming
stump grinding firewood Insured
489-2839

II
N1

Since 1986

24 Nom stavsea
Res., Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small
L

753-9562

AARDVARK
Constuction Roofing,
hauling.
painting.
trees, garage & yards
270-47430+years
0782. Cell 270-9786809.

ELEC TRONICS

Rart- .1:itnus - 2-1).22-.421
- 2-11 -=-2../trio
Hid%

We deliver gravel till dirt,
white r c.k and po-rid clay

Ki--.11.14.•II tt

227-3032 Bobby
293-1991 Tripp
753-7646 after 6 pm

\(.1

I tamiltiin
.:A; MA-4

11.1t1

I

istsli

\ 1 I 1 LS. NI 10 If I

RENOVATIONS
remodeling odds and
ends. custom book
shelves. act 26 years
quality
service
Excellent craftsmanship Call Gary 2277930.

•
f

3101 St. et 1 2 1N

•

,

753-121087
busnhogCUSTOM
ging call Marion Cox
270-703-7452
270-437-3006

JOES JOBS

DNJ HANDYMAN
for all your handyman
needs. Storm clean-up
and repair.293-5438

z--4,-1-1 • 2:- Safi-li

ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION Repair
and Maintenance for
residential and commercial/ doors and
openers. 293-23E7.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are behaved to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accep! any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Friday,Sept. 19,2008:
You make a big difference this
year. You are unusually wise or
able to see through action and
problems to the real core issue.
Others frequently tap into this
unique ability. You often could
be overwhelmed by all the information that heads in your direction. You have an unusual skill
for developing priorities. Travel,
education and new, ver), different people could punctuate you:
yea:. If you art single. you meet
people with ease and are likely
to pick someone quite different
to relate to. If you are attached.
you discover the importance of
brainstorming and seeing different viewpoints. Plan a special.
long-desired trip together. TAURUS reads you cold.

I !Marna

Vi

2711-753-2279

SMALL Job Repairs
Reasonable Rates
Free Estimates
Call 293-6753

•
•
•

Tree'
YEARRY'S
Free estiService
mates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Caws
FREE kittens tc good
home Ready to go.
293-7535

JacesMs Nor

Norman

alt_IN111112

l')\lIt

•Trackhoe *Bacithoe *Dozer
*Ponds *Driveways *Clearing
*Septic Systems •Dernolthor

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

•VIS
A

9111A COL.DIV
911.Tre9AY,

Office. 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007

ol picks
• *veil)
• locaiftOvlaateiterated

759_tvzil
753_ Iz:

„I,

Additions. Drywall. Painting. Windows
Rooting. Decks, Sun Rooms
Screen Porches, Concrete and Repairs

4,11
‘

[

**** Others clearly continue
to make demands. Which way
you go is your decision. Do not
allow someone to interfere with
your current process. Your
imagination feeds off your mind
and what is happening. Tonight:
Join a f.Oend or loved one.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dee.
21)
**** Know when to call it
quits. You might be looking forward to plans and do not want
to seem overly zealous. Giving
in to spontaneity might not be
so bad. You need a change of
pace. Tonight: Go with another's suggestion.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19)
**** Your mood might not

We Have
•Attn Drivers: Horne *DriversFreight!
&
Weekends! Get Paid Miles
available
Positions
40e per mile. Tarp pay
Class-A CDL
& 6% bows! CDL-A & ASAP?
endorsement
witank
exp.
flatbed
6 mo.
Top pay & premiReq'd. WVT 800-246- req'd.
um benefits Call 8770
e
3
VISIS
or
484-3061
wiew.vivtonline.com
VAIVW,dekieytransport.c.
C• elts Career Academy orn
Training Dnvers for
*Drivers-Excellent Pay,
Class-A CDL. Jab
Great Opportunity. Win
placement assistance.
and Flatbed Fleets
Regional/ Dedicated/
Smithway Motoi )(press
DIR. $85041000 wk.
home
•Part-time.
Since 1968 23 YO, lyr
900-883-0171
24/7
Call
Show the Kind of
based Internet busiOTR, COL.-A 888-619- The Stars
BOB. Classes
Member
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
Earn $500ness.
7607 www.smxc.com
start Monday!
4-Positive, 3-Average: 2-So-o,
$1000, month or more.
Truck
Flexible hours. Training *Driver- CDL-A. PTL •Intemationa;
I -Difficult
provided. No selling Supports The Red, DrNing School located
required. FREE Details. White & Blue. Students in KY Now enrolling atu- ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
dents Class-A CDL **** Maintain a strong but
mew.k348.com
with CDL WelcomeJob
training.
steady course. You might not
Co.
training.
excellent
University
•Suiltvan
Financing
to Assistance.
be seeing a situation dearly.
up
Earn
Drivers
Chef
seeks
(Lexington)
to try to help everyone. thus impacting your finances.
Owner
46-cpm
Requires
Instructor.
now! Call
You might want to pull back and
Earn Start working
Bachelors degree in Operators
888-780-5539
rethink what seems like a great
No
Forced
1.36qxn.
culinary arts, plus eight
Owner idea right now Tonight Nap
years of industry exper- Northeast. Car. Drivers -Midwest
Needed! and then head out.
ience ACF certifica- call: 888-PTL-DRIVE Operators
(April 20-May 20)
preferred. 0.0perators reit 888- $1.05 ALL miles. No TAURUS
tion
Power quail-corn. Generous **** You might not really
will t)e PTL-OF1EAM
Applicants
888-PTL- fuel
sureharge. care that a boss's words do not
required to display Only call.
WWW pt:home fit his or her actions right now.
Guaranteed
cooking, lecture arid DREAM
weekends. Permits, fuel you will later. Get ready to deal
demonstration skills. inc.00m
with the inevitable. You could
Sena resumes to aak- *Driver Class-A and B taxes paid. 2500-3000
Frontier see a situation a lot differently,
rnonOsullivan.edu, COL Classes. Training miles.
given time. Creativity flourishes
Chef Akrnon, 3101 Facility in Kentucky (800)991-6227
brainstorming. Tonight:
Rcad, You may qualify for *Oust Long-haul, run when
Bardstown
Out and about.
Louisville, KY 40205. E mployment regional and Have It All!
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
EOE
Assistance. Financing $.45/mile. Home week- *** You move slowly today,
Training ly! Benefits!. Stability for feeling the net effects of the
State
University &
•Sullivan
mind! week. Yoii might want to take
of
(Louisville) seeks part- Dollars TRUCK AMER- peace
Custodian. ICA TRAINING 866- Heartland Express 1- off early and recharge. Start
time
8 0 0 - 4 4 1 . 4 9 5 3 asking more questions. A plan
working 244-3644
Requires
www.heartiandex- easily could backfire, and you
knowledge of vacuums, -Driver
Company
press.corn
buffers, and extractors
wili need to re-create a modus
Delvers Steady Year
Ability to lift 75 pounds.
operandi. Tonight: You start
Round Freight Flatbed,
to
resume
Send
perking up -- finally.
Step Dock, Heavy Haul
Student Services, 3101 2007 Peterbuitt 387's
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Road.
Bardstown
***** Use today to the max.
2800-3000 mi per wk
ALL Carpentry
Louisville. KY 40205. 888-865-9509 Mir 1
News from a distance could
Construction
EOE No phone calls. Yr. Flatbed OTR Req.
force you to rethink a trip or
+kenos •Rernodelevg
relationship. Talks with a part•Onver Dover Class-A • Decks *Screened
ner start to reveal another way.
I COL Dnvers local, Porches *Garages
used Tiede
Be open to a different style or
*Rotten way of responding. Tonight
regional & OTR. Job *Sagging
Flours *Termite
the
1994 Mazda B2300, openings
in
Make it early.
Damage *Horne &
115,000 miles, $1000
Lou!sville. KY and
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Mobile
Horne
436-5900
Evansville, IN areas.
**** Others look to you to'
Licensed & Insured
293-2061
Full-time and part- time
answers and leadership. Don't
502-452-1096. (2 yrs. 270-227-0587
you get tired of playing that role
270-753-2353
req.)
exp
recent
for others? Do you want to conwwwatidnvers.corn
TRENCHING
tinue as you have? You might
731-782-3951
opt to not be so reliable for a
1 M
731-336-5288
while. Tonight: Christen the
SERIs1(
LAVVIS
weekend in Leo style.
REPAIR
APPLIANCE
moseint.ellaniicuririL,
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
PARTS
&
SERVICE
landesermee
need to understand
(2701 293-8726 OR **** You
t rad Vartenrilee.
436-2867 Lamb's
what is going on. Perhaps you
759-5534
euiraXiteed
siteidieen
Professional Tree
sense that you are missing part
Chuck Van Buren
7,53-1816 227-0611
Service Complete tree
of the puzzle. Through detachremoval, gutter
ment, you will see what you are
1'1 I I
cleaning, hauling, etc.
YOUR AD
missing. Given space, you
o'-.
It
II
ti
I
\III(
Insured
come up with better ideas
COULD BE

Hill Electric

REAL ESTA
AUCTIO

topsoil

•Onvers- CDL-A Home
weekends & great pay!
Company & UP available Paid vacation,
benefits & more 3
months OTR req'd.
800-441-4271 idt"Y-100

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters.
look & tree work

FREE
EStiinates

EITM EXCAVATING. LLC

•Drivers- Call ASAP, $$
Sign-on Bonus $E 35Earn over
41 cpre
weekly
$1000
benefits
Excellent
Need COL-A & 3 mos
locent OTR 877-258www.rneltOn8782
twck.com

NOW!
*HIRING
Electncians 'Welders
'
'Machinists
'Administrative.
not
Experience
rectuired. Full pay and
benefits while training.
relocation.
Paid
Applicants must have
HS tholorna and be
under age 34. Call 1for
600-282-1384
phone interview.

Licensed
FREE
Estimates and Insured

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Sefl/WA3 Lawn, shrubs
bushogging,
tilling.
leaves, rect. 978-0543
438-5277 alter 6pm

Drivers $5000 sign-on
viii yr 0TH exp.
Grads
Student
Welcome Of we can
train American Eagle
Lines
www a ea rivers corn
Call 800-569-9213

one of Kentuckys top -Drivers- Mites & MOM'
eon courses, Cherry Competitive pay, beneBloom, Georgetown. fits, respect. CDL-A &
502-570-9489 OTR
Call
experience
about Stay and Play, required. Dedicated to
furnished
including
YOU. Call anytime
tovmhorne, golf for four. (800)447-1211 x2057
or visit transportamenTRUCK DRIVERS
csaxim
HELP WANTED

HERE FOR
ONLY S75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Calhoon Construction,tic

O&M

Now!. Brand Name lap- *Learn to Operate a
tops & desktops Bad Crane or Bull Dozer
Knight
or NO credit- No Heavy
Equipment •DnversSmallest Training
Problem_
National Transportation IN
Weekly payments avail Cortilicaticn Financial Indianapolis
IS yours NOW- Call • Placement assis- Division. 888-346-4639.
800-840-5366
tance Georgia School Be Paid for Your
Strong.
Construction. Experience!
of
HELP WANTED
www.heavy5.corri. Use Debt-Free Company.
4600 Weekiy Potential code KYCNH 1-866- Home time & miles.
Earn $43,000 1st Year.
$$5 Processing HUD 712-7745
Medical/ Vision/ Dental/
refunds, PT. No aspenSPORTING/SPORT401k. 4 mos OTR
ence. No selling. Ceti 1ING GOODS
Experience Required.
888-213-55 Ad code.
Today
FE Cost: $89.
*STAY AND PLAY at Get Qualified
'Able To Travel: Hiring
eight people no expenence necessary, transportabor & lodging furnished, expense paid
training. Work' travel
entire US. Start immediately. www.prolekcher:waif:0m Call 1877.936-7468.

Sfurrey Ledger &'Maas

Tonight. A force to be reckonec
with.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Work with others
more closely. You will like the
end results Do not fight a very
different and strange (in
appearance) approach or suggestion. Be open, and you really will see results. Tonight: Be
with your favorite person.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

conform to work as much as
some fun, creative endeavor.
Don't try to squeeze a square
peg into a round hole. Know
when to call it a day. You can
call it an early day and still
maintain that very responsible
persona. Tonight: Ever playful.

AQUARIUS(Jam. 20-Feb. 18)
**** If you can work from
home, do so, your mind might
be on home or family rather
than work. By staying close to
home, you accomplisn more.
Let your creativity emerge, and
stop suppressing tnis special
side. Tonight: Nap and then
christen your weekend!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Speak your mind and
understand what is happening

around you As you open up to
different possibilities, you see
what you can really accomplish.
Your focus might be on a prii
vete matter which you are not
sharing. Tonight: Make it an
early night.
BORN TODAY
Manufacturer, social ref3rmer
George Cadbury (1939), Sioux
U.S.
and
activist
Representative Benjamin Reifel
(1906), baseball pitcher Jim
Abbott (19671
•••
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at httpq/www.lacqut
linehigarcom.
(c) 200a by King Feature'
Syndicate Inc

SEND US YOUR PHOTOS!!
When you submit photographsfor our new

"Scene in the Community"
page, please include the event, the date, place, organization or
group, as well as the name ofeveryone in the photograph.
Only a certain number ofphotographs will appear because of
space. There is no guarantee a submission will be published.
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submitted to editor@murrayledger.com in a JPEG format.
Print Oates: May be dropped off at the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.,
or mailed to P.O. Box 1040. Murray, KY 42071.
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We invitc vou to attend our FREE seminar.
Call 270 251 3 2 / to reserve. your spot!
\iondav. Septernbel 2.2nd. 4.31) pIll
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